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Cold but cool: All about life in a refrigerator
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Archaeology Research Center closes
By Doreen Jacobson
stall writer

JMU's Archaeology Research
Center was closed Wednesday due to
lack of funds, the JMU vice
president of sponsored research and
external programs said.
"It didn't get enough contracts to
keep it going," said Dr. Barbara
Castcllo.
But archeologists at the center
disagree.
"We did have the work," said

Norman Jefferson, an archcologist
at the center said. "We were looking
to hire more people."
The center received contracts for
archeological work. JMU students
interested in archeology worked at
the center for practical experience.
In 1985, the center had $1.43
million in contracts, a 378 percent
increase over 1984's $299,293 in
contracts. After that "million
dollar" year, the number of
contracts decreased sharply, Castcllo
said.

In 1986, there was a 39 percent
decrease in the amount of money
generated from contracts. And in
1989, the money generated from
contract work dropped 65 percent
from 1988.
But, Jefferson said, the JMU
Archaeology Research Center had
$75,000 in contract work on hand
for January 1990 before the decision
was made Jan. 17 to close the
center.
"We had contracts, we had a lot of
contracts," Jefferson said. "And we

had contracts coming in."

But January's success followed
funding ,troubles in December,
when the research center was
$4,000 in debt.
The cold weather in December
kept the contracts from coming in.
Archeology digs cannot be done if
the ground is frozen, Jefferson said.
Salaries contributed to the debts.
Personnel at the Archaeology
Research Center received their
See CENTER page 2>

Behind the ESPN cameras in the Convo
By John R. Craig
staff writer

While the Electric Zoo was working
on overload Saturday morning, ESPN
was able to operate at regular voltage
despite the early hour.
For the first lime in JMU history, a
basketball game was broadcast live
nationally from the Convocation
Center. The JMU-Richmond game,
scheduled for ESPN since last August,
proved to be especially important for
control of first place in the Colonial
Athletic Association as the teams head
into the second half of the season.
"Both Richmond and James Madison
were on [ESPN's) short list as schools
that, if it would work out
schedule-wise, they would like to put
on," CAA Commissioner Tom Ycagcr
said Friday. "And so we had a couple
things that just fit into place."
ESPN officials approached Ycagcr in
August to tell
him that
JMU-Richmond was the only CAA
matchup that interested them. The
CAA schedule originally had
Richmond visiting Harrisonburg Jan. 8
and then the Dukes traveling to
Richmond for a game Feb. 3.
Richmond decided that the midnight
start would be too late for its
season-ticket holders and offered to
flip-flop the games. JMU agreed and
the rest is 77-43 history.
"ESPN is kind of like the fourth
network now," Yeagcr said. "It's the
best year we've ever had with TV and

Staff photo by VASHA HUNT

Chris Brown, Matt Bresette, Doug Gllckman and Ted Brown (left to
right) showed their support for JMU Saturday morning at the Convo.

we look at building on this year and
succeeding years. It's going to get
better and hopefully this is a start."
Last week the CAA struck another
deal with ESPN that will put the Fcb^.
21 JMU at American game on the
24-hour sports cable network. It will
be used as a regional game moved back
two hours to 9 p.m. Duke at North
Carolina Stale is the other game that
night, but contractual obligations
between ESPN and Raycom
Sports/Jefferson Pilot Productions
forced ESPN to find an alternate game.
The television production truck

pulled up to the Convocation Center at
5:30 p.m. Friday and began
preparations for the midnight telecast.
The JMU-Richmond contest was the
culmination of a broadcast day that
included World Cup Skiing from
France at 8:30 EST, Top Ranked
Boxing at 9:30 and SportsCcnter at
11:30.
"Whatever goes on the air is my
responsibility," game producer Dennis
Galloway said. "I'm the liaison
between ESPN, the schools and all the
different parties involved to get the
telecast on the air."

ESPN has 24 games slated to begin
after midnight EST during the regular
season, but most of those games
involve teams from the Western
Conference, Big West, Western
Athletic Conference, Pacific-10 or Big
Sky. Only Friday's CAA game and an
Ohio Valley Conference matchup Jan.
27 were actually in the Eastern time
zone.
The Ohio Valley Conference began
the idea of "Midnight Madness" two
years ago when it was able to convince
ESPN to put its games on at
midnight.
ESPN didn't dispatch a crew from
homebase Bristol, Ct. for the game.
Instead ESPN subcontracted Creative
Sports Marketing, a production
company from Charlotte, N.C.
"A lot of the things you sec on
ESPN, some are produced by ESPN
themselves, but then they subcontract
to several other companies," Galloway
said. "Because of the volume of the
items that hit their air they can't
produce all of that themselves.
Creative Sports will then contact
free-lance producers and directors from
around the country to help them put
these things together."
Mike Wells, the executive producer
of Creative Sports, directed Friday's
telecast for ESPN. His company called
JMU's Sports Information office to get
additional people to help with the
technical crew.
See ESPN page 2>
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salaries from the contracts.
"Every hour worked was billed to a
- contract," Jefferson said, "and the entire
salary was paid by contracts."
Also, changes in state law made staff
positions at the center into classified
positions, entitling employees to
health benefits, sick leave and vacation
time.
Dr. Thomas Whyte, assistant
professor at Appalachian State
University and former archaeologist at
the JMU research center, said the
year-old Virginia law didn't affect the
center until December because many of
the staff members took vacation and
sick leave pay at Christmas.
The center didn't have the contracts at
that time to meet the payroll, he said.
Eighteen percent of the funds
generated through the center's contracts
was put into JMU's general fund.
Except for housing and electricity
bills, none of the money given to
JMU was returned to the Archaeology
Research Center, Whyte said.
■9-' "The research center never got any
good support from the university," he
said.
The center, which had operated under
the department since the mid-80s,
became independent in 1988, said Dr.
Clarence Geicr, one of the two faculty
members who worked with the center.
Now the center's work will be
returned to the department of sociology
and anthropology.
The staff positions have been
abolished. Instead of getting paid,
students will now earn course credit for
their work on archeology projects.
However,
sociology
and
anthropology faculty members must
head contract or grant research projects.
Only two of the full-time
anthropology faculty members, Geier
and Dr. Bill Boycr, deal with
archeology.

<

Richard Thompson, an associate
professor, is the only other full-time
faculty member in the department
Opponents of the decision to close
the center say the move will increase
faculty members' responsibilities.
Amy Young, a senior, said, "What
they're saying is that these two men
are going to have time to go out and
get the grants and do all this work on
top of what they're already doing.
"We don't sec that happening, having
been in this department, seeing what
we've seen, taking the classes that
we've taken and having worked in the
lab," Young said.
"I just don't see how they're going to
have the time to be able to show the
use for it, and I think it's gding to be
taken away without us really being
able to fight for it," she said. "I don't
think that's fair."
Castello said the restructuring won't
hurt the archeology program.
"It doesn't keep faculty from
becoming involved, and it's not taking
away student opportunities," she said.
Jennifer Thomas, an archeology
student, said she and Young were
surprised at the closing and are angry
that the students were not told.
"Nobody told us anything," Thomas
said.
Thomas said the center was building
a good reputation among other centers,
including that at the College of
William and Mary.
Jefferson was shocked at JMU's
decision to close the center. "It took a
lot of time and energy to rebuild the
program.
"We would hire students to process
artifacts and we trained them as
personnel to do archeology work as
they were working there."
Whyte said JMU made the wrong
decision.
"The university made a mistake."
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Staff photo by VASHA HUNT
Billy Coles slam dunks on national television during the first JMU
game broadcast on ESPN from the Convo.

"You go from town to town and the
crews are regionalized unless you need
a specialist — then we'll fly them in,"
Wells said.
JMU's broadcast officer David
Gallatin ran a slow-motion tape
machine in the truck, local TV
sportscaster Paul Runnels ran one
camera, some JMU students acted as
equipment handlers and JMU provided
statisticians for the graphics operator
and the announcers.
"I like sports but I don't love
sports," said Wells, who's been
working in television since 1968 and
doing sports since 1979. "1 think when
you direct or produce a game, if you
have your favorites sometimes you can
be a little partial to one
subconsciously, not intentionally. I try
not to have favorites for that reason.
You can get caught up in the emotion
of the game for that reason."
A telecast from the Convocation
Center can run into some problems,
according to Gallatin.
"One disadvantage is that there's not
a lot of floor space," Gallatin said. "I
try to suggest things to the cameramen
on angles and positions to shoot from.
This is our gym and I shoot here game

in and game out so I say, 'Let me
recommend this' but it's up to them for
the final shot."
Wells said the Convocation Center
was a pretty standard set-up, but could
have been better.
"In a perfect world we would rather
have the benches on the opposite side
from the cameras," Wells said. "So
instead of seeing the [coaches' and]
players' faces, we're seeing the backs of
their heads."
'—
Five main cameras were used to
cover the game — two placed high at
center court, one on the main
concourse and two on the opposite
baselines.
The production truck arrived Friday
after covering a boxing event in
Atlantic City, N.J. Thursday night.
After the game, the truck rolled out and
headed to Pittsburgh for a Big East
Network telecast. The cost to rent a
production truck can range anywhere
from $7,000-515,000 depending on the
equipment it carries, Galloway said.
"The trucks then selves do not have
enough power to operate the cameras
and all the equipment," Galloway said,
See ESPN page 26>
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Two students
struck by car
near Chandler
By Wendy Warren
news editor
A JMU student was sent to
intensive care at the University of
Virginia Hospital after being hit
by a car Saturday night.
Jennifer A. Home and Jennifer
Leigh
Brumfield,
both
sophomores, were crossing
Bluestone Drive from P-lot to
Chandler Hall at about 9 p.m.
when a car driven by freshman
Lisa Marie Butler hit the two
girls.
Ruilcr was heading toward Port
Republic Road.
Both girls were sent to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital,
where Brumfield was treated and
released with a mild concussion
and bruises on her left leg, and
Home was transferred to UVa.
No charges were filed.

ABC targets local restaurants
By Joe Kornik
staff writer
A recent crackdown by the state's
Alcohol Beverage Control board is
causing concern among owners of
restaurants and bars in Harrisonburg.
"It is not worth it," said Pete Slayer,
the new manager of The Little Grill. "I
can't afford to have the ABC in here
closing me down.
"I don't know what this place was
like before I got here, but I know now
it's pretty tough to get a beer in The
Little GrilL"
The ABC is doing all it can to battle
underage drinking in the JMU area.
Charlie Rhodes, manager of a
Harrisonburg ABC store, said, "It is
the ABC's main objective to make sure
the alcohol stays out of the wrong
hands."
Although it means a loss of
business, alcohol retailers have a lot at
stake in making sure they don't sell to
underage customers.
Buddy Decker, the former ABC agent
for the area, said, "If a minor is caught

consuming alcohol in a restaurant
where no identification was checked,
the minor is arrested immediately, and
the individual who sold it to them is
also arrested.
"The restaurants arc then cited and

"If a restaurant lets a fake ID slip by,
it is up to the discretion of the ABC if
charges will be brought against the
restaurant," Decker said. "Some fake
IDs arc so good, it would be unfair to
punish the restaurant."
But most students who gel caught
with fake IDs are penalized. They can
be arrested, fined, and they may lose
their driver's license for up to six
months.
Concern about the crackdown has led
many area bar and restaurant owners to
take precautions against letting fake
IDs slip by.
Restaurants double check

also subjected to large fines," Decker
said.
Fakes
Fake IDs, popular with some college
students, are a big problem for the
owners of bars and restaurants.

Luigi's, which was cited for ABC
violations last year, is now especially
careful when checking IDs, the
restaurant's assistant manager said.
"Because of the problems we had last
year, we will now card anyone who
looks under 30 years old," Rob
Thorcson said.
Bashar Itraish, manager of JM's,

See ABC page 5 >

WMRA reduces students' time on the air
By Christine Boltz
staff writer
To improve its professional image, the public
radio station on JMU's campus is reducing the
number of hours students work on the air, the
station's manager said.
"From the student perspective, you want to work
at something that's perceived as being good and of
high quality," said Brenda Hankcy, general manager
of WMRA. "I think that we owe it to the students
to be a high quality, professional broadcast station."
But the decision has worried some
telecommunication students who rely on the station
for internship experience.
"I know they want to be a professional radio
station and they try their very best, so I can see they
have trouble getting a high caliber of students," said
Suzanne Neel, a JMU senior who recently started
working on the air.
But "since they are affiliated with JMU, I think
they have an obligation to give students experience
and to train them in a professional setting," Neel
said.
WMRA trains about 50 students each semester to
work in all aspects of station operation, including
on-air work, production, fundraising, news reporting
and sports reporting.
Some students work as interns or as practicum
students, while others receive positions through
work-study programs. Most are communication
majors with a concentration in telecommunication.
Previously, each on-air student had time blocks of
up to five hours on the air. Now, each time block
will be cut to two to three hours.
The full-time staff will usually be on the air
during the day and on Saturday mornings, when
more people listen to the radio.

Students will usually be on the arr in the evenings
and on weekends.
But no changes will be made in any other areas in
which students work, and the station will continue
to hire the same number of students.

John Nowacek, who has a work-study program
with the station, said, "Early on in the semester, it's
not such a bad idea because the students haven't been
trained yet. But as the semester goes on, they should
See WMRA page 5 ►

WSVA grabs women's basketball
By John R. Craig
staff writer
After 15 years of broadcasting JMU women's
basketball, WMRA turned it down.
Citing inconsistency of game schedule and low
listener interest, new WMRA General Manager
Brenda Hankcy made the decision in November to
drop the games. That choice gave JMU the option
to find a new outlet.
The JMU Foundation, a private organization
established by the university, struck a new deal
with local radio stauon WSVA-AM at the end of
last semester.
JMU women's basketball games join Dukes'
football and men's basketball on WSVA.
WSVA earned the rights to broadcast JMU
women's basketball games only after WMRA
declined, according to Don Lemish, the JMU
Foundation's executive director.
"Nobody came to us and expressed interest other
than WSVA," Lemish said. "They have been
interested for a long time in getting women's
basketball."
WMRA, the public radio station located in
Anthony-Seeger Hall, is partially funded by JMU.
Hankcy said her station has had mixed reactions to
having women's basketball on the air.
"The games aren't at a consistent time usually,"

Hankey said. "They're in the afternoons, on the
weekends or in the evenings, and people's favorite
programs are interrupted by games, and they don't
always take kindly to that.
"I felt that women's basketball might be better
served, and the station might be belter served, by
coming up with an alternative," Hankey said
"I don't feel that it's appropriate for this type of
station and for this type of audience," Hankey said.
Public radio listeners are "very interested in
sports" and want to know what happened in the
games, but don't want to listen to sporting events
on the radio, she said.
WSVA, located in Harrisonburg, is owned by
VerStandig Broadcasting Inc., which also owns
WQPO-FM, Q-101, in Harrisonburg.
David Ridgeway, vice president of VerStandig,
made the proposal to JMU for the broadcast rights
to women's basketball.
Lemish and Ridgeway worked out an undisclosed
deal that brings women's basketball to the local
commercial airwaves.
But, Ridgeway said, broadcasting the women's
games will not be profitable at first.
"The reason that I say 'no' is that men's
basketball — and we're into our third season — has
yet to become what we would consider profitable,"
Ridgeway said.

—
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State college presidents work to fight budget cuts
By Drew Hansen
faculty senate reporter

Virginia's college and university presidents are
working together to fight higher education budget
cuts proposed for the next biennium, JMU President
Ronald Carrier told the faculty senate Thursday.
Governor L. Douglas Wilder's budget "poses some
serious problems for higher education," Carrier said.
JMU asked for $41 million from the state but
received $32.5 million — a 21 percent cut.
This is the first collaboration of university
presidents to get a state budget changed since the
mid-1970s, Carrier said.
Normally the presidents lobby individually for the
needs of their own schools, but this year they felt
they had to work together, he said.
"The presidents got together and worked out a bare
necessities increase in the budget of about $88
million for higher education," Carrier said.
The $88 million covers operating budgets and
library, computer and supply costs, he said.
"We tried to... determine what our needs were and
fit a budget in that would be realistic," Carrier said.

By Dana Patterson
court reporter

The following cases have been
heard in Rockingham County
General District Court
• Charles Marsh Cuttino, charged
with forcible rape after an incident

The budget proposals Carrier made specifically for
JMU were to cover planning money for the proposed
College of Applied Science and Technology, planning
money for the addition of one floor to Carrier Library,
funding for a new physical plant, and "relief of a
moratorium on revenue bonds so we can finish the
campus center and build a new recreation center,"
Carrier said.
The budget allotted only $75,000 in planning
money for the proposed college.
"If the new college does not get funded, we do not
propose increased enrollment," Carrier said. "Our
answer to the enrollment challenge was to have a new
college."
The schools' presidents will still pursue other
amendments individually, Carrier said.
Carrier also said he can usually tell how the
Virginia legislature is responding to his proposals and
can predict what amendments will or will not pass.
But because of the strict budget cuts, Carrier said,
"each day you don't know whether you've made any
progress."
"In this particular session [of the legislature] it's

quite possible that I could spend 30 days there in
Richmond ... and the last day, get nothing," Carrier
said.
Also at the meeting. Carrier discussed some of his
plans for the university. He wants to strengthen
JMU's minority and women's programs, and he wants
to study the size of classes and add mere graduate
programs.
Carrier also responded to faculty members' concerns
about the lack of an early retirement program at the
university.
He said some faculty members look forward to early
retirement because they are bored with their work.
But Carrier said early retirement is "the worst thing
in the world."
The university should be an exciting place to work
for people of all ages, no matter how long they have
taught. Carrier said.
"I don't want faculty members and staff members
coming to this university every morning saying, 'I
got one more day out of the way.'"
Carrier also said he plans to increase funding for
faculty travel and extra study.

that occurred Oct. 21, 1989, was
found guilty of assault and battery
at a Jan. 11 hearing. He was
ordered to pay court costs of $40.
Cuttino's charges were reported
in the Nov. 6, 1989 Breeze.

underage possession of alcohol
Jan. 19, was found guilty at a Feb. 1
hearing and ordered to pay $20 in
court costs.
The charge was reported in the
Jan. 25 Policelog.

•

• Timothy S.
Mountcastle,
charged with possession of a false

Jennifer L. Bowers, charged with

operator's license and underage
possession of alcohol Jan. 19, was
found guilty at a Feb. 1 hearing and
ordered to pay a fine and court
costs totaling $190.
Mountcastle's charges were
reported in the Jan. 25 Policelog.
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WMRA
> (Continued from page 3)
be able to spend more time on the air,
because that's what the internship is
for."
The communication department's
telecommunication faculty members
support WMRA's decision.
"We were originally concerned
because we thought it would cut down
the accessibility students would have
to the radio station," said Dr. George
Johnson, an assistant professor of
communication.
But "professionally speaking, I think
it's better for the station to gel a better
sound since it is the National Public
Radio affiliate for the entire valley,"
Johnson said.
Students who work at WMRA must
go through extensive training before
working on the air, since they must
work with classical, jazz and bluegrass
music, and in-depth news coverage —
areas many students are not familiar
with.
Hankey said, "We want to be
perceived as a high-quality broadcast
station. I'm not saying by that that
students aren't high-quality and not
professional — far from it
"But because the station deals with
areas students are not as familiar with,
we must provide extra time and effort
for training," she said. "It is difficult to
train all of them."

ABC

► (Continued from page 3)
said, "I think the ABC knows that we
run a pretty straight business. Joe
(JM's bouncer] and I have been here for
a long time, and we check the IDs."
Many of the area's restaurants and
bars, such as Pargo's, Valentino's and
O'Toolc's, require two forms of
identification. They will only accept a
valid driver's license, military ID with
photo, or a passport.
JMU IDs may be used as the second
form of ID.

May 1990 commencement
activities at JMU will follow a
format similar to those of the past
two years.
Commencement this year will
include departmental activities
Friday evening. Saturday picnics
will be held on the Quad for
graduates, families and faculty, and
a dance will be held that night for
students, parents and faculty.
Sunday activities will include a
morning interfaith service in
Wilson Hall and the official
commencement ceremony in JMU
Stadium at 11 a.m.
The Honor Council has
reported 10 violations in Fall

<Hair Loft
now carries the most popular salon products

the ABC and feel their actions are in
vain.

The ABC's crackdown in bars and
restaurants is not limited to
Harrisonburg. Last year, the ABC
revoked 60 liquor licenses statewide, a
number up over 60 percent from 37 the
previous year.
In 1989, the ABC also suspended
352 restaurants and placed another 36
on probation.

"It doesn't really matter what the
ABC docs, people will always be able
to find alcohol if they want it," sajd
freshman Chris Brcault
Tom Knight, a junior, feels the
recent crackdown is unfair. "It was just
all of a sudden. Now things are
definitely too strict. There weren't too
many problems caused by drinking and
JMU."

Determined to buy it
In spite of all the precautions, some
JMU students are not intimidated by

Communication majors are
asked to attend a mass meeting
Feb. 26 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss the upcoming split in the
communication department.

1989 Semester.
There were six guilty outcomes
in which the students, were
suspended for one semester.
Other reports include one not
guilty outcome, one student who
admitted guilt and chose to be
referred to the administration, and
two cases that were dropped
because of lack of evidence.

The Breeze Newsfile is offered
when space permits to publicize
information on job opportunities
and campus and area activities. To
have information reviewed for
publication, call 568-6127 or send
information to the news editor, do
The Breeze, Department of
Communication.
JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

Application deadline for
University Program Board Chair
is Feb. 14 at 5 p.m. Chair
interviews will be Feb. 18.
Assistant Chair application
deadline is Feb. 22 at 5 p.m.
Assistant Chair interviews will be
Feb. 26.

Delicious Savings
from
Domino's Pizza:
Two-pizza

S-^v special
Present this coupon when you purchase
any large pizza and gel a 'eguiar pizza
with the same number o' toppings to*

jUSt $3.99, piusta.

Call Now!
433-2300
31 Miller Circle

One coupon per order Not good with any
other offer
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NOW... FOR A LIMITED TIME \
Get A 2-Liter Bottle of
Coca-Cola for just

22 Terri Drive

490

Free 30 minute delivery
and 10 minute pick-up
service.
Oelivery mi limited
to assure sale driving.

Valley Mall - Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Jo Ann Fottz
10:00 - 9:00 Mon. - Sat. 433.3445
Owner
12:30-5:30 Sunday
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Expires 2/15/90
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In their Commons apartment's fully-equipped kitchen with
microwave, they whipped up some winners. Then Sara met her
match in a teriyaki-blackened Twinkle pizza.
Living off-campus means freedom
and independence from dorm life
and food!
Even if you can't boil water, you'll still love the microwave ovens that come in
every new Commons Apartment. With four bedrooms,
patios and balconies, wall-towall carpeting, a microwave
oven, washer/dryer and a

cable TV hook-up in each place,
The Commons Apartments are
renting fast.
Get cooking.
Call The Commons at
432-0600 and get
off-campus this Fall.
w w.ppjp
869 Port Republic Road

£>
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WIRE

NEWS

College grads Employers trying to control
will help fill
increasing cost of insurance
shortage of
professors
By Paul Overberg

Gannett News Service

By John Yaukey
and Polly Elliott
Gannett News Service

<&

First the bad news: In the next 20 years, half of
the nation's 700,000 college faculty members —
many hired in the 1960s when resources, salaries
and opportunities attracted top scholars — will
retire.
Until now, college administrators fretted about
replacing them, worried because gifted students
have increasingly looked outside academia for
careers because salaries arc higher.
Today, however, education leaders said the worry
may be for nothing.
Prospects have never been brighter for
undergraduates aiming for doctorates to stay in the
classroom as teachers, they said, and they will be
snapped up to replenish the brain drain.
Iris Molotsky of the American Council on
Education said current undergraduates are sure to
be a hot commodity as schools compete for them.
Molotsky blames the current brain drain on a
period of retrenchment in the 1970s and early
1980s that caused a dip of faculty in middle
management.
Earning a Ph.D. has become more expensive
and time-consuming. In 1967, for example, it
look an average of 10.6 years to earn a doctorate;
today, it takes about 12.9 years.
Some administrators are moving now to try to
keep qualified instructors in the classroom.
The University of California-Berkeley, which
still gets an average of 40 applications for every
teaching position, is doing "pretty darn well," said
spokeswoman Roberta Austin.
Austin said Berkeley's strategies to avoid a
faculty shortage in the 1990s include making big
money offers and offering to pay relocation costs.
The school also makes homeowner loans and
helps with spousal employment.
But some spots traditionally are just downright
hard to fill. Faculty members for business schools
are particularly hard to hire — mainly because
they are expensive, said Sandra Davis, assistant to
the provost at the University of Arkansas.
Samuel Gorvitz, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Syracuse University, said the
business-related areas of mathematics and
accounting will be sore spots. But he is not
waiting to confront the problem.
"If we know someone is likely to retire at 67,
we will hire a replacement But if he's likely to
change his mind and retire at 82, we are not likely
to," he said.
He acknowledges it is costly to have two faculty
members in one position: "It's a financial burden
on the short term, but it's calculable burden."
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple Collage
Information Network

The soaring cost of health care has employers
looking for ways to rein in the expensive programs
they offer to help employees with health problems
such as alcoholism, drug abuse and mental illness.
But according to a new study, employee assistance
plans can only save substantial sums if employers
bite the bullet and:
• Offer a comprehensive program staffed by
specially trained counselors.
• Pay the extra cost of including an employee's
family in treatment.
• Provide intensive monitoring for two years after
the employee returns to work.
Doing so actually can raise medical costs and
absenteeism in the first year of treatment, but it
lowers costs when measured over four years.
If your employer offers such a plan, the study
showed, it's probably a better bet to use it than seek
help on your own. Significantly more workers
managed to recover and keep their jobs by using the
employer plan.
The study was conducted from 1985 to 1988 for
McDonnell Douglas Corp., a large SL Louis-based
aerospace firm, by Alexander & Alexander Consulting
of Westport, Conn. More than 20,000 of the firm's
120,000 workers were studied as they used the
program or sought help on their own.
George Watkins, who publishes EAP Digest, a
Troy, Michigan-based magazine covering the
industry, praised the study for its scope and said it
shows such programs "address health care costs, not
just absenteeism and morale issues."

The bottom line:
• The cost of treating someone with alcoholism or
drug addiction was $7,300 lower through the EAP,
and $2,400 lower for someone with a psychiatric
condition.
• Turnover three years after diagnosis of alcoholism
or drug addiction was 7.5 percent for people using the
EAP and 40 percent for people who sought treatment
on their own. For people with psychiatric conditions,
the figures were 6.3 percent and 16 percent,
respectively.
The source of the EAP's savings surprised even the
study's author.
"The lion's share of the savings came in medical
claims, the smallest pieces in reduced absenteeism,"
said Dr. Jack Mahoncy, a public health specialist and
managing director of Alexander & Alexander. He said
he expected — as many companies do when they
create EAPs — to cut costs through decreased
absenteeism.
The company expects to save $5.1 million over the
next three years as its 1988 caseload of 1,032 workers
uses the program. Of that, $4.3 million will be
reduced medical claims by employees and their
dependents.
Mahoncy cautioned that one of the reasons for the
success program's was its scope. Before the study
began, McDonnell Douglas had scattered management
of EAP programs that weren't available at all its
plants. As it began the study, it extended access to the
program to all workers, centralized management and
increased the scope of services.
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple College
Information Network

Anti-abortion headquarters closes
By Andrea Stone and Steve Marshall
Gannett News Service

WASHINGTON — Operation Rescue, at the "brink
of bankruptcy" because of court-ordered fines, will
close its Binghamton, N.Y., headquarters, founder
Randall Terry said Wednesday.
But the abortion rights opponent insists that "the
rescue mission is not through."
Terry said the move does not signal the end of
Operation Rescue, whose blockades at abortion
clinics have led to more than 40,000 arrests across the
United States.
"God's directive for the Operation Rescue national
office to decentralize is causing us to change the
shape of our national leadership," said a recorded
message at the group's main office.
Abortion rights supporters welcomed the closing.
"Without that national training and support, it may
significantly reduce the number of assaults on
clinics," said Patricia Ireland, the National
Organization for Women's executive vice president
"If this office closing is an indication that he's run
out of steam, I would be thrilled because he's put an
awful strain on his family," said Terry's aunt. Dawn
Marvin, an abortion rights activist.

Speaking at a National Religious Broadcasters
convention a day after his release from a Georgia'*
prison, Terry blamed debts on a NOW lawsuit, which
he said cost $50,000 in fines and made fundraising
impossible. He said the group owes $70,000 and has
fired 23 people.
Terry left prison after nearly four months Tuesday
when an anonymous person paid the $550 he was
fined after a 1988 Atlanta protest. The activist had
refused to pay, choosing instead to serve a two-year
sentence for criminal trespass and unlawful assembly.
Joseph Scheidler, head of the militant Pro-Life
Action League, doesn't believe the closing is "any
kind of great calamity. .. . Operation Rescue is now
ready to move to a new level — statewide and
citywide."
Operation Rescue's 125 local chapters will continue
to blockade abortion clinics nationwide, Terry said.
"NOW and the federal government cannot stop a
movement of God. We will not even skip a beat."
Bob Ketchum, an Operation Rescue member in
Chicago, said, "I'm sorry [about the closing].
However, we're just going to go on."
Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/ Apple College
Information Network
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Study suggests abuse
of medical students
By Tim Friend

Gannett News Service

A majority of medical students
say they are physically abused,
emotionally abused or sexually
harassed by professors, residents
and interns, two studies suggest.
"This is important because it
appears to be common and because
students say the abuse is serious
and affects them for a long time,"
said Dr. Henry K. Silver of the
University of Colorado at Denver.
More than 400 medical students,
freshmen through seniors, were
surveyed in Silver's study. In a
second study conducted by the
American Medical Association, 75
third-year students were surveyed.
Among major findings, in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association:
• 80 percent of students in
Silver's study had been abused
during their senior year, 16 percent
experienced an incident that would
"always affect them."

• 16 percent of students in the
AMA study had been hit, slapped,
kicked or had objects thrown at
them. One student was kicked in
the testicles.
• 55 percent of women in the
AMA study said they were
sexually harassed by residents,
interns and faculty; 50 percent of
non-whites and Hispanics said
they were subjected to racial slurs
from faculty.
The patterns of abuse and its
effects are similar to those of child
abuse. Silver said. Abused medical
students become cynical and
disenchanted and go on to abuse
the next generation of doctors.
Ultimately, patients suffer,
because of the doctors' poor
self-image and lackluster attitude.
Silver said, "Much of what we
did is a starting point for
additional studies and for all of us
to decide whether we should do
something."
Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Alcohol use declining,
still most abused drug
• Alcohol abuse and dependence will
cost the country $136.3 billion this
year.

By Dan Sperling
ftannpft News Service

Alcohol is still the United States'
most widely used drug despite a decline
in use, the government said Tuesday.
The report from the U.S. Health and
Human Services Department provides
"compelling evidence that alcohol
must finally become a primary target
in America's so-called 'war on drugs,'"
said Hamikon Beazley, president of the
National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence.
Among the report's findings:
• 10.5 million adults show
symptoms of alcoholism and 7.2
million more arc alcohol abusers.
• Though alcohol use by high school
seniors declined in the '80s, a 1988
survey showed that two-thirds were
then current drinkers.

10.5 million
adults show
symptoms of
alcoholism and
7.2 million more
are alcohol
abusers.

• Nearly half; of traffic deaths arc
alcohol-rclate'd. Drunken drivers are
eight times more likely than sober
drivers to have a fatal crash per mile
driven.

• Fetal exposure to alcohol is a
leading cause of mental retardation.
The report, called the "Seventh
Special Report to the U.S. Congress
on Alcohol and Health," will be
available to the public in about six
weeks.

• 25 percent of those hospitalized
have alcohol-related problems.

Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

GREAT PRIZES!
EASY TO WIN!
See Page 26

Every week The Breeze will be bringing you the chance to win
great prizes while you hunt for great bargins. Just find the
answer to that week's trivia question and be one of the first six
people to bring the correct answer to our office to claim your
prize. What could be easier?

Prizes offered from these sponsors...
aW*

£>-

JIUU

TROPIC
TAN

fiair mates

[Students, faculty and staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. Winners of Ad Trivia II can only win once a semester Pick UD Ad T '
nVia
prize vouchers at The Breeze between 9 - 4. Must present ID to win.
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Now's your chance!
The Breeze is now accepting applications
for all editorial and production positions. To apply for the jobs listed below,
send a cover letter, resume and three samples of your work to:
Laurel Wissinger, Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
•Business editor
♦Assistant business editor
•Design editor
•Assistant design editor
•Photo editor
•Assistant photo editor
•Copy editor
•Production manager

•News editor
•Assistant news editor
•Lifestyle editor
•Arts editor
•Assistant features editor
•Sports editor
•Assistant sports editor
•Editorial editor
•Assistant editorial editor

n
Deadline for applications is Friday, Feb. 9 at 3 p.m.
The new staff members who fill these positions will begin training after Spring Break
and will start work April 1.

,LookWhat
HseGoesDown
WiMheSun
AtMassanutten.

fee's mill dost at 3:00 today in order
to prepare for Qfee's first year
anniversary, tomorrow, JeBruary 6.

COME JOIN US FOR ALL TYPES
OF SPECIALS AT OUR FIRST YEAR
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

TAN TAN TAN
If you're in college, you're eligible for these great discounts on Twilight
Skiing every Monday, from 12:30pm to 10pm, and Friday, from 12:30pm
to 11 pm. It doesn't matter whether you're full or part-time. Just show a valid
student ID and hit Massanutten's two new slopes and ride the new
Quad Chairlift.

SkiMassanuttm

10 Miles East Of Harrisonbuig, Virginia On Route 33.
May nM be used with any uha speed rale or Ml.

Get a tan now and be
Break. Our SunTana
than natural sunlight
or peel, just tan, tan,

ready for Spring
SunSystem is safer
so you will not burn
tan. .

ROLANDS HAIR DESIGNS
|
and
TANNING CENTER
95 N. Main St.
434-7060

' • J vis mi

:
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CLUB FUNDRAISING
$ CHAIRPERSONS $

Dam®® for Bimee

Interested in making cash
$$$ for your group? $$$

... to raise money for the local March of Dimes.
Saturday, Feb. 10
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Highlands Room

For Info, call:
March of5 Dimes 434-7789
Stephen Wagner 434-7595

Sponsored by Kappa Sigma
for the March of Dimes

BE A PART OF
THE CHOICE OF A

Call David Elder for more information
(202)371-0559

OPEN HOUSE!

AOU/

NEW DECADE
■

SENIOR CLASS
SECRETARY
ELECTIONS

is looking to purchase patio days for
$100 a day or 10% of gross profits.
March 12th-30th and April 9th-30th.

K

°*fMm

Stop by and see what our townhouses
have to offer...the ultimate in
student housing.

Tuesday, Feb. 6
Wednesday, Feb. 7

Wednesday, Feb. 7
Jackson 106
8 p.m.

10 am - 5pm

DON'T SIGN UP
FOR A STUDENT
LOAN UNTIL YOU
SIGN UP HERE.

FEATURES OFFERED AT
HUNTERS RIDGE
Easy walking distance to campus
JMU bus service every 15 minutes
Convenience to shopping
On-site property management
On-site security
Monthly cleaning service
Completely equipped kitchen including:
microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator with
icemaker, and range
Washer/Dryer in each unit
Private decks or patios
Custom blinds at all windows
Plush carpeting
*
Furnished and unfurnished units
Basketball and sand Volleyball courts

r

Si "==£??
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Men who don't register with
Selective Service oren't eligible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for college. So if you're within a month of
turning 18, take five minutes and fill
out a simple card at the post office.

t

Come by the Hunters Ridge Management Office
today and ask for details on how to SPEND
YOUR SPRING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS!!

II

While in the office register for our bi-monthly
giveaways. The next drawing to be held
February 8.

HUNTER'S RIDGE MANAGEMENT « 715 Port Republic Rd. • Harrisonburg. VA 22801 • (703) 434-5150
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EDITORIAL
PETA wants boycott of L'Oreal
for unnecessary animal testing

#^
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Financial aid: Hope is not lost
Well, it's that time of year again.
No, we're not talking about setting up
appointments for tanning salons and gazing
longingly at $80 bathing suits that look just perfect
for Baham ian beachcombing.
No, we're talking about something totally
unsavory. That's right.
It's financial aid time. And for many of you who
aren't seniors, it's going to be pure hell.
It's time to pore over those tax forms, leam to
squinch your name and address into those tiny little
boxes, and pray that something unimaginable
doesn't go haywire so you end up paying double
tuition somehow.
But, don't worry. All hope is not, as they say,
gone forever without leaving so much as a
forwarding address.
You can take charge of your own destiny. You
have the power to make or break your own financial
situation.
So, instead of putting off till tomorrow what you
can do today, take a look at these helpful hints and
maybe filling out those aid forms won't be such a
traumatic experience.
•Use common sense. This is especially important
in today's world of grab-the-consumer-by-the-throat
advertising. If little alarm bells of serious doubt go
off in your head when you read "$20,000 in student
aid . . . just for telling us your credit card number
and expiration date" then you're probably on to
something. In fact, you've probably just encountered

(gulp) an attempted fraud.
Don't let it be a real fraud. Don't be a fool.
Recognize those warning bells and remember the old
Smart Shopper's Battlecry: "If it sounds loo good to be
true, then you can bet a year's salary that it is."
Many of those offers for financial aid services are
just dishonest businesses. Total strangers who are out
to make a buck rarely want to do you a favor. They're
not really out to save you the trouble of tracking down
the scholarships and loans. Instead, they're probably
only out to scrape SO or 60 bucks from your
already-thin wallet.
Save yourself some grief and some precious dollars.
Do the legwork yourself. You'll save money, the time
you would have spent waiting for the company to get
back to you, and you'll probably get better
information. After all, who will know better than you
what kinds of scholarships are matched to your
abilities and interests?
•Get help if you need it. The JMU Office of
Financial Aid employs people whose job it is to find
students help. The scholarships, loans and grants arc
varied, and the expertise of someone who knows
what's out there can't hurt.
Also, visit your major and minor departments and
ask about any special aid available for students going
into your field. For example, under one program,
prospective Virginia teachers are eligible for
thousands in aid.
But as with every aid program, you can't get the
money if you aren't aware it's out there.

Letters (Policy
Mlsubmissions become the property of The 'Breeze.
*We reserve the right to edit tetters ivith regard to length,
clarity and timeliness.
Letters must be signed and include year, major and
telephone number.
<We encourage zuriters to be as concise as possible.

To the editor:
I am writing lo inform JMU students about "cruel
products," those which are tested unnecessarily on
animals.
The latest newsletter from PETA (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) targets L'Oreal for relentlessly
torturing animals in unnecessary tests.
An undercover investigation showed that L'Oreal
conducted this unnecessary test for sunscreen (this is one
of many): 'Tiny, hairless mice were wrapped from head
to toe, taped to a board, and literally fried alive due to
prolonged exposure to a simulation machine."
In September, PETA's Compassion Campaign
coordinator described what L'Oreal docs to animals to
L'Oreal's own executive vice president, James Nixon.
Nixon said that the tests sounded "crazy" to him, but
made no promises to end the tests.
I'm a relatively new supporter of PETA, and while I am
not a strict vegetarian and do still wear leather, the idea
of these animals being uselessly tortured makes me
furious. More than 200 companies use no animal testing!
L'Oreal could easily instigate a ban on its use of animals;
the fact is it will not.
What can you do? A lot. JMU is a large university, we
could at least minimally influence L'Oreal sales. But you
can do more than simply stop purchasing L'Oreal
products — including Preference and Studio Line. Call
L'Oreal toll-free at 1-800-631-7358. tell the company
why you won't buy its products. It will take five minutes
of your time, it's free and each call communicates to
L'Oreal that one more customer is lost. You can also
write to several people:
Guy Pcyrelonque. President COSMAIR
(North American agent for L'Oreal)
575 Fifth Ave.
New York. NY 10017
Or call, 1-800-223-1593, and say that you're boycotting
L'Oreal, thanks to PETA. Also, write to Nestle (which
owns a major chunk of L'Oreal stock). Tell the company
that you are seeking substitute shampoo and makeup
products, and chocolate chips as long as L'Oreal
condones animal testing. The Nestle address is:
James Biggar
Nestle
5757 Harper Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
There are many causes today that we arc all aware of and
support, mostly indirectly. I'm urging you to get
involved, and by supplying you with the above
information, I hope I have made it easy.
If each one of you would either write one letter or call
L'Oreal or Cosmair, I am certain that we could have an
impact on this issue. In your letters, tear out this page of
The Breeze and include it. Let's prove that we are in a
position to be extremely influential. I'm asking for your
help.
Unnecessary animal testing is mindless and sickening;
it's not enough to care about animals while allowing
their suffering to continue. They are no more
"disposable" than we. Thank you.
Jessica DePriest
sophomore
English
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Editor
BETSY OVERKAMP
Editorial Editor

HEATHER DAWSON
Managing Editor
LAURA HUTCHISON
Assist. Editorial Editor
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Trial should not have happened;
media accepted 'hype' as truth
To the editorAs journalism,, your Jan. 29 editorial about the
McMarlin Pre-School
molestation case was
irresponsible and pathetic. In spouting off about
"miscarriages of justice" and "unforgivable crimes," you
hop up on the same bandwagon of misguided hysteria
that the national media helped to perpetuate when the
case broke six years ago. And like the public and
McMartin parents, you take the hype to be truth,
ignoring the bizarre nature of many of the charges and
the lack of both of credible witnesses and hard evidence,
and you blindly assume that Raymond Buckcy and his
mother are necessarily guilty on all counts.
Like many observers, you cite the length of the trial as
an "accomplice in this miscarriage of justice." Yes, the
trial was long and expensive. But considering that 208
charges were filed against seven original defendants, that
124 witnesses testified, and that 917 exhibits were
presented as evidence — mind you, quantity has no
bearing on credibility — how could the trial not have
been long and expensive? The defense certainly didn't
ask for a long trial.
The fact is, the prosecution blew the case wildly out of
proportion; it was able to do so because the news media
leapt at the story's sensational possiblities. Roger
Gunson, one of the prosecutors in the McMarlin trial,
even admitted that the district attorney's office "vastly
overstated" its case against the Buckeys, and then never
had to answer questions about glaring weaknesses in the
case because reporters didn't care to see them.
You call it "unfair" that the Buckeys were acquitted
when there was so much "evidence" against them. Well,
just what evidence do you mean? Perhaps the "millions
of child pornography photographs and films" promised
by Deputy District Attorney Eleanor Barrett — you
know, the pictures that were never found? Maybe you
mean all those children with gouged eyes and stapled ears

— did they show no sign of these alleged wounds because
their lawyers had not been "taught how to question them"
to their advantage?
Obviously the trial was a travesty. Not because the
Buckeys were acquitted, but because the whole case was
so ridiculously overblown. Child molestation is a
serious crime, but what should have been a child
molestation case became a case of mass hysteria. Sadly,
no one seemed to realize that the trial had become a
witch-hunt until three years later.
Finally, you might be interested to know that,
according to The Los Angeles Times, when Judy Johnson
filed the original complaint against Raymond Buckey in
1983, she claimed that her son had been molested not
only by Buckey but by a member of the Los Angeles
Board of Education, three witches and an AWOL Marine
who also sodomized the family dog. Doesn't it make you
think it was a trial that never should have happened?

Dwight Christenbury
graduate student
English

Debate to open on SGA bill #76
that allows student participation
To the editor:
On Tuesday, Feb. 6, your SGA will be opening debate
on a bill that will enable the student body to actively
participate in the legislative process.
Bill number 76, co-sponsored by Senators Andrew
Lewis and Jason Mclntosh, if adopted, will enable any
member of the student body to initiate a referendum that
would be placed on the ballot for the major elections in
March.
All interested parties are urged to voice their support or
opposition at Tuesday's SGA senate meeting in the
Highlands room of the Warren Campus Center at 5:30
p.m.
Jason Mclntosh

J RAINBOW

Remember that Special
Lady Valentines Day...
Balloon Bouquets ... Roses..Silk/Fresh
Arrangements
Check our Low ... Low Prices
Wire Service
Dukes Plaza. 2185 S. Main St. 433-7789

We Accept Major Credit Cards

Spring Break Special
FOR ALL OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS

Six 30 Minute Sessions

Only $2295
2

c
£

5
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Easy jam
Behind RJ't Garden Deli
Walking Distance From JMU!

Time must be used by

Bte-wftug 434-0808, JZ^m,

Closing JMU archaeology center
denies students of an education
To the editor:
The JMU Archaeology Research Center is located in
Stccle House across from JM's on Patterson St. JMUARC
was an organization affiliated with the university and
employed by the slate to investigate archaeological
sites.
JMUARC was taken under the wing of sponsored
programs, a division of the JMU administration, in Fall
1989. The purpose was to make the lab an educational
facility for students. Now the doors of JMUARCare being
closed.
Supposedly, JMUARC is losing money. But,
archaeology is a seasonal occupation rather than a stable
business. Still, it is being shut down.
The lab at Steele House is where the processing and
analysis of artifacts takes place. Lab work is an integral
part of archaeology. The archaeology lab teaches things
we cannot learn in the classroom. You will not know a
Clovis Point from a Savannah River unless you have
looked at them.
The students' experience at JMU is already limited
because we have only three anthropology professors.
The lab provided a large part of our training. How axe we
supposed to enter the job market with no practical
experience?
I thought the purpose of education was lo educate, not
to make money.
At JMU, as anthropology majors, we are being denied
access lo our education. I think it is a travesty to sec the
anthropology department at JMU fall by the wayside
because the administration focuses on the other
departments.
We can't all be business majors.
Mellnda Williams
junior

anthropology
25 other signatures

senior
political science

(Q.) Interested in becoming a
buyer or store manager
with a major retailer?
(A.) Join Peebles Department
Stores' Executive
Training Program.
Training Program Offers:
• Starting Salary: 818.000 $19,400
(based on experience!
• Associate Discounts on Purchases
• Paid Life Insurance
• Paid Hospitalization and Dental Insurance
• Paid Sick Leave
• Paid Vacations & Holidays
• Career Advancement Potential
• Retirement Benefits
• Tuition Assistance

Jteebles Department Stores can offer you
these benefits and more. A growing com
pany with 49 stores in Virginia. Maryland.
I)clawarc. North fit South Carolina. Tennessee and Kentucky Candidates must
have a sincere desire to learn retail
management and possess excellent poo
pie skills.

Like all good things, we are not lor
everyone But if you are ready to become
a buyer or store manager dnd are willing
to work hard, we have a training program
designed to help you reach your goal. You
must be willing to relocate periodically
during training. A four year college degree
is strongly preferred

Mail resume to:
Peebles Inc.
Tim Moyer
Asst. Dir.. Human Resources
One Peebles Street
South Hill. VA 23970-5001
Or. come by and interview with us
when we visit your campus.

Peebles

An Et/ual Opportunity Emplmrr

Interviews will be
Held at Your
Career Placement
Office on
March 13, 1990
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Drug legalization would help, not hinder
Our country is in the midst of a hypocrisy,
sponsored by the government. We are told that illegal
drugs are "bad," while the three legal drugs, caffeine,
nicotine and alcohol, are not only tolerated, they
actually are endorsed. We have "the war on drugs" to
combat the "killer drugs," such as crack. But crack
dealers are not the ones being arrested.
Federal statistics show that during the last few„
years, some 750,000 arrests have been made annually
for drug law violations. About three-quarters of these
arrests are not for producing or selling drugs, but for
possession of an illegal substance, usually marijuana
Society is told that the violence attending the use of
cocaine is caused by the chemical effects of the drug
itself. However, a recent New York study of
drug-related homicides showed that 87 percent of
those involving cocaine were caused not by people
under the influence, but by territorial disputes, deals
or debt collections gone awry and other vagaries of a
criminalized drug trafficking system. Only 7.5 percent
of the homicides were related to the behavioral effects
of a drug, and two-thirds of those were alcohol related.
We are told that drugs enslave the mind instantly,
yet studies here and in other countries refute the
claim. These studies show that controlled use of
cocaine is possible and that no more than 20 percent
of users carry their habits to the point where adverse
effects occur. Most of those users cut back their usage
to lower levels.
We are not told that alcohol prohibition must be
restored, even though we tolerate endless violence
induced by alcohol — 54 percent of violent crime
offenders in the United States are under the influence
of alcohol when they commit their crimes. Very few

people use crack — only half of one percent of the
population during the past year, according to federal
statistics. But we arc constantly told that
crack-induced violence can be stamped out by a policy
that seems to create more violence than it stamps out.
We are told that cocaine use would increase
significantly if it were legalized — a claim for which
there is no scientific evidence. In the inner cities,
prohibition or not, crack is both easily available and
cheap. While decriminalization is not likely to affect
crack use much, it might alleviate the deadly fallout
that includes high homicide rates and imprisonment

PAVING THE WAY
Andrew Lewis
The example of The Netherlands should contradict
the fear that ending prohibition would substantially
increase addiction. In The Netherlands, marijuana use
actually went down after legalization. Studies of
cocaine users in the Netherlands and Australia indicate
that the barrier prohibition creates is relatively small
and the market is relatively inelastic.
A parallel can be made to another time in our
history in which the selling and use of a drug was
criminalized. During Prohibition, many of today's
trends were evident. The price of beer became more
than twice that of a shot of bathtub gin, so drinkers
moved to the harder alcoholic beverage. The same has
happened in the last 20 years. Marijuana, once viewed

/ 1NIVERSITV
The Place to Be!

as the "poor man's drug," has risen in price from $20
an ounce in the late 1960s to almost $200 an ounce
today. It has been replaced by crack as the poor man's
drug. During Prohibition, the same fears wore
expressed, but with repeal, the whole nature of
alcohol consumption changed. In the freer, more
tolerant atmosphere, alcohol returned to being
ordinary. Drinking increased, but there is no evidence
that drunkenness did. Some people did have a few
problems coping with the new freedom, and
alcoholism is still a scourge on our society, but taken
as a whole, the social cost of drinking — measured
by corruption, enforcement expenditures and the sheer
loss of lives — went down.
It is hopeful that legalization would have the same
effect on the demand for drugs. Instead of a desperate
desire to get as high as possible for the shortest
amount of time, people might grow to use drugs
more carefully.
Decriminalization would undercut the drug lords, or
at the very least force them to go legit. By
introducing free and open competition, profits and
prices would go back to normal business levels. The
now-legitimized street dealers would no longer have
reason to settle their differences with Uzis, any more
than liquor salesmen do. Junkies would no longer
have to steal, any more than do winos trying to rustle
up a fistful of change to purchase a bottle of Mad
Dog 20/20. With drugs subject to pure food and drug
laws, overdoses and poisonings would decline, and
sterile needles could be offered to users to prevent the
spread of AIDS.
Andrew Lewis is a sophomore economics major.

A WELL ESTABLISHED
STUDENT COMMUNITY!
3 and 4 bedroom condos with 2 full baths
(available furnished or unfurnished)

Just a 4 block walk to campus,
University Place offers
convenience at economical
rent rates!
All Condos Include:
• Patio or deck
• Deadbolts, doorviewers and smoke detectors
• Range, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer and dryer
• Living room & bedrooms pre-wired (or telephone and cable
• Electric heat pump tor energy efficient heating and ak conditioning

Really.
idly. Inc
Inc. ofrlarrtsonburg
of Harrisonburg I I ■ ■ H and danfcn?

U73S.MainSt.
Your Guide To Off-Campus Housing
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Send your valentine
a classified!
Deadline for Valentine
Issue Classifieds:
February 9th —12:00 noon

HEARTS FOR A
QUARTER!

j\
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x<

You can place a heart in your Valentine classifieds for the
Feb. 12 issue at the low cost of 25c per heart!! Take a look
at how effective they are in the examples below:
»Scott -1 love youl Heather

Laura -1 love youl Curtis »

Heather »s Scott

You might even try this set-up for only $4!! A one line personal containing
four hearts on top of a 30 character message (letters AND spaces count
as characters):
s
Laura loves Curtis

PLACE A CLASSIFIED!
To place yours, fill out the information to the right.
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail
addressed to:
The Breeze
Campus Mail
QR

CLASSIFIED

You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze
office lOcaied in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
COST: $2.50 for first 10 words
$2.00 for every ten word increment after that.
i.e. 1-10 words = $2.50
11-20 words = $4.50, etc.
DEADLINES:
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail
two days before the deadline so we receive them in time.

NAME
PHONE #
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS. RUT THE BREEZE
KEEPS ALL SUBMITTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PREPAYMENT BASIS ONLY
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ARTS

By Cate Bohannon
staff writer
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What would you call political banter
between a bottle of Russian and a
bottle of Ranch dressing, a hot
romance between a head of lettuce and
a peach, and Handiwrap that could
compete with LL Cool J in a
"wrapping" contest?
Scenes from "No Frost 17." Randy
Parker, a 1988 JMU graduate, wrote
the original one-act play while he was
still at JMU, and the play recently has
found success with the American
College Theatre Festival.
Each year, the ACTF sends judges
throughout the nation to search for the
most original theatre works on college
campuses. In December 1988, Dr.
Roger Hall, a theatre professor at
JMU, invited the judges to evaluate
several JMU one-acts. "No Frost 17"
was selected as a regional Finalist.
Plays from seven colleges in the
southeastern region, the largest of the
ACTFs eight regions, were selected as
Finalists. Out of entries from the seven
schools, "No Frost 17" was the only
one-act play chosen. Regional
competition was held last Wednesday
in Tampa, Fla. Entries will be notiFied
by April if their play qualified for the
national competition.
Parker wrote the play in the spring
of 1987, the year it was performed in
the Experimental Theatre. Parker now
is studying at the University of
Southern California Film School.
The setting of Parker's "No Frost
17" is a refrigerator shelf. A life-size
can of Picante sauce sits in the middle
of the stage, while a rectangular
life-size box painted with the Velveeta
cheese logo faces the audience, another
prop for the actors to stand and sit on.
To its right stands a Tupperware
sandwich box with the remnants of a
stick of margarine on top. The actors
portray various food items such as a
cherry pie, celery, Swiss cheese or a

tomato by holding the various foods.
"I have really been trying to feel my
character," says junior Va Hamilton,
who portrays Swiss cheese. Her role
involves running from the unseen
human who wants to make her into a
sandwich. Hamilton says she based her
character around her paranoia of being
eaten.
Senior Chris Holloway plays a piece
of Handiwrap, the only non-food
character. "You hardly recover from
one laugh before he socks you in the
head with another," Holloway says of
Parker.
Holloway co-directed the play in
December 1988 when it was judged for
the ACTF. The script has been
rewritten and a few of the characters
replaced. For instance, Ronald Reagan
jokes were replaced with George Bush
jokes. These political interjections
occur when the Ranch dressing, a
stereotypical American, battles
politically with the Russian dressing.
Sophomore Jennifer DeMayo, who
plays the tomato, found the part is
"not a definite character type like the
asparagus or ketchup," she says. "I
tried to be my own self to play the
character — to "be a well-rounded
individual."
The tomato's antagonist, ketchup,
was portrayed by sophomore Julie
Dunham. "I had to think about what
ketchup would be like," she says. Her
character resembled a "butch"
stereotype by virtue of a tomato being
ground up to make ketchup. In other
words, Dunham says, "don't mess with
the ketchup."
Junior Jim Hincs, who plays the
cherry pie, says he finds it hard to
"always keep in mind that you arc in a
refrigerator. You have to remember
that you are a food."
Senior Carolyn Tenore plays a stalk
of celery. "I wanted to find a crisp
voice," she said. "This is the first food
I ever played."
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Code blue
Student deals with real life pressure as part of the h
By Jennifer Powell
stall writer

Corwin Bryant dans through the halls of
Rockingham Memorial Hospital. Wearing an
orderly's light blue scrub suit, Bryant goes to
the nurses' station of the emergency room.
"Corwin, please take this patient to X-ray,"
one nurse says.
"Sure," Bryant replies, and he again dashes
off, this time pushing a wheelchair.
Most students dread the thought of going to
the hospital, but Bryant, a JMU senior, has
worked there for the past year and a half as a
nursing assistant and on the CPR team, paying
for part of his tuition. After his sophomore year
at JMU, he joined the naval reserves and
received training as a hospital corpsman.
Because he directly cares for patients, Bryant
says he knows more about them as individuals
than some of the doctors do.
'
"If you ever want to know where a patient is,
ask an orderly," he says "The orderly is the one
who sees the most."
Bryant says he has learned, through
experience, to deal with not being able to save
someone.

"The feeling you get when you know you at
least tried, means a lot," he says.
"When you walk out of that room, there's
this solemn feeling," he says. "You just don't
say anything for a while. But at the end of the
day, everything's back to normal."
Often, to relieve tension, the staff will joke
with each other.
"It doesn't seem nice, but sometimes we have
to crack jokes," he says. "I'm tired, I need to
laugh."
Most heart attack victims are elderly, he
says, and because the patients are older, they
are not always expected to live.
But once, a two-month-old baby with an
upside-down heart was brought to the hospital.
Doctors were unable to save the child, who had
had a heart attack.
"When an elderly person comes in, I go right
to the room and do CPR," he says. But "when
I saw the baby, I didn't do anything.
"I was in awe," he says. "How could that
happen to a child?"
Bryant says working on a hospital CPR team
is different from what CPR classes teach
because of the urgency and because of the
experience of the other technicians.

Staff photos by SCOTT TRIBBLE

One of the first times he performed CPR, he
could hear the patient's ribs crack.
, "I said, 'Oh my God, am I killing this guy?'"
he says. "I was very shaky."
But now, CPR is routine, he says, and
cracking ribs is sometimes considered a normal
* part of CPR because of the pressure needed to
restart the heart.
Emergency room personnel respond to codes
all over the hospital, he says. When "stat" is
added to an intercom message, it means "right
away." Code blue is for heart attacks or serious
respiratory problems.
When a code is called over the intercom,
Bryant has to grab the waiting "crash cart"
filled with medicine and needed supplies and
rush to where he is called. Natural adrenaline,
he says, keeps him going.
But when not at the hospital, he doesn't think
about the pressures of his job. Instead, he
keeps busy with classes and other activities.
Occasionally, he has had to deal with
mentally unstable patients.
Once, a woman ran into the hospital, tearing
off her clothes and looking for a certain doctor,
he says.
"She said she was pregnant and wanted this
man to deliver her baby," he says. "It was
funny, but it was a serious [mental] problem."
The woman was not pregnant.
But, "once in awhile you'll get a nice elderly
lady ... or man that really makes your day,"
he says. "They want to be helped."
Bryant says many people come to the
emergency room with colds or other
non-emergency medical needs. These patients
often don't understand why they have to wait
to be seen by a doctor.
"You can't deny them the right to be seen;
that's unethical," he says. But he must attend to
emergencies first.
Fortunately, most JMU students who come to
the emergency room are not seriously injured
or ill, he says.
Since most people are admitted to the hospital
through the emergency room, Bryant sees
many of the patients. But, he also assists
patients in the "house" or main part of the
hospital, and especially enjoys working with
the elderly.
But for one weekend a month and eight
weeks during the summer, Bryant dons the
uniform of a hospital corpsman in the Navy
Reserves. As a corpsman, many of his duties „
are similar to those at RMH.
While in boot camp, he learned the traditional
military skills, including gunmanship. In case
of war, he would be assigned to Quantico
Naval Base in Virginia.

I
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Pizza deliverers get their share of odd tips
By Karen Perry
statt writer

T
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n

Corwin Bryant, a JMU senior, is constantly
on the go with various chores as part of
the CPR team at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital.

But according to military guidelines, he
cannot shoot a gun in actual warfare unless he
is protecting a patient or himself because he is a
hospital corpsman.
Before the end of World War II, he says,
military medical personnel used to wear Red
Cross armbands on their uniforms. The
enemies would shoot the corpsmen first
because it was harder for them to defend
themselves while caring for other soldiers.
Now, corpsmen wear small pins with a
caduceus, the traditional symbol of the medical
profession.
In the summer of 1988, Bryant returned to
JMU to finish his major in health science. He
plans to volunteer at the Sunnyside Retirement
Home, and eventually wants to run a nursing
home. After graduation in May, he plans to
attend VCU for a master's degree in working
with the elderly and nursing home
administration.

Delivering pizza may not sound like the ideal
part-time job to some, but several area deliverers
enjoy their work.
After all, people are always glad to see them.
Chris White, a Mr. GaUi's delivery manager,
agrees. He tells about delivering two pizzas to a
Super Bowl party last year. When White arrived, he
recognized about eight of the 12 or IS girls watching
the game. They all said, "Chris!" when he entered. He
says that although they were only excited because the
pizza had arrived, it was neat to think they were all
really glad to see him.
Alain Dewitt, a Four Star driver, says, "I like it a
lot. All you do is drive around and listen to music.
It's not lots of work."
In addition, Dewitt says he meets a lot of people
and makes good money.
At Mr. Gatti's, all drivers work inside the restaurant
between deliveries, says Greg Narrow, a senior who
has worked at Mr. Gaui's since September. He makes
pizzas, buses tables and washes dishes. "We have a
good time," he says.
Narrow pointed out that time goes by fast because
they are moving all the lime. In fact, a lot of the time
they are running. Literally.
Deliverers for Mr. Gatti's are required to run with
the pizzas and drinks, no matter if they are five
minutes late or 10 minutes early.
Narrow says that now when he runs without pizzas
and drinks, he feels funny.
"It's really embarrassing to run down the row,"
White says. "You get heckled." White says he's even
taken a few spills running with pizzas and drinks.
Pizza delivery is not only embarrassing at times,
but also puzzling.
Matt Omeara, a Four Star driver, once received 50
cents and a slip of paper that said, "Don't eat yellow

snow" as a tip.

Another lime, he was given a couch for a tip.
He fondly remembers the time he received a S7.50
tip for a S12 order, loo.
White, as well, has received his share of odd tips.
When he first began delivering, two girls who he says
"had been partying" had no extra money for a tip.
They gave him a toothbrush, a pen, and other strange
things. He says, "They insisted that I take it!"
A common tip at parties, agreed the drivers, is beer,
which they usually turn down.
Despite all of the wonderful tips and treasures
earned as a pizza deliverer, drawbacks in the trade also
exist. Shifts at Mr. Gatti's and Four Star generally
last until 2 a.m. on weeknights and 3 or 4 a.m. on
weekends.
Wear and tear on deliverers' cars is another factor.
"It really ruins your car," Omeara says. He advises
not to be a deliverer "if you have a car you really care
about."
Occasional mishaps occur in the pizza delivery
business, as well. For instance. Narrow tells about
the lime two pizzas were stolen from his car when he
left it unlocked.
And White once locked his keys in his car when
delivering pizzas to White Hall. Luckily one of his
co-workers also delivered pizza to the dorm and helped
him out.
Three of the four drivers have gotten their share of
tickets while driving, too. White never got a ticket in
the year that he delivered. He says that his drivers
now cither continually get tickets or never get them.
Narrow, who has gotten one parking ticket, says,
"You learn where to park and where not to park. And
sometimes, the cadets give you a break."
All of the deliverers say that they would recommend
the job.
"It's a pretty easy job as far as jobs go," Omeara
says. "It's the best non-job [you can get]." '
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1964
Band launches the 'Akron invasion'
By Tricia Delk
staff writer

•v.

"And now here they are — the Beatles!"
Suddenly the four lads known as John, Paul,
George and Ringo appear. The crowd, once a
nervous anxious mass, comes alive, jumping
to their feet at the stroke of the first chord.
The same intensity of that night on the Ed
Sullivan show more than twenty years ago
was present in Wilson Auditorium Saturday
night. However, instead of the Beatles stood
Mark Benson, Tom Work, Gary Grimes and
Terry Manfredi, collectively known as 1964,
in a concert sponsored by the University
Program Board.

Impersonations
Mark Benson (top)
plays the harmonica
to one of the Beatles'
hits, while Terry Manfredi (left), Gary
Grimes (center) and
Benson (right) pose
as three-quarters of
the "Fab Four" during
Saturday night's 1964
concert. -

REVIEW
These Beatles impersonators who call
Akron, Ohio home instead of Liverpool,
England performed the Beatles' repertoire
spanning the years from 1964 to 1966.
Despite a flight delay whichfpostponed the
show for an hour, the crowd immediately
came to life when the familiar sounds of the
Lennon-McCartney tune "I Saw Her
Standing There" began to ring in their ears.
The group carried on with other familiar
favorites of the '64 era, including "I Want to
Hold Your Hand," "All My Loving," "And I
Love Her" and "Hard Day's Night." Both the
young and old alike sprung to their feet when
the ever popular "Twist and Shout" began to
fill the auditorium.
The show progressed with the Beatles' '65
and '66 material, including their hits "Eight
Days a Week," "Help," "Ticket to Ride,"
"Taxman" and "Drive My Car," keeping the
audience dancing in the aisles.
Remarkably, 1964 accurately recreated
both musically and individually the talent of
the Beatles. Not only was the crowd
impressed with the group's accurate Beatle
sound, but also was immediately enthused by
the accuracy in which each member of the
band portrayed his respective Beatle.
Benson, as the infamous John Lennon, not
only spoke with Lennon's familiar
Liverpudlian drawl, but also struck Lennon's
traditional concert pose — legs apart, head
forward, and chewing gum during songs.
Grimes' portrayal of McCartney was
extremely acccurate, right down to his
sensitive treatment of Paul's famous
"Yesterday." Work's stiff stance, coupled
with his excellent lead guitar playing,
completed his impression of Harrison, and
Manfredi's cheerful, easy-going,
head-tossing Ringo added to the group's
overall authenticity.
Unfortunately, the show seemed to end as
soon as it began. These four men from Ohio
not only brought with them their individual

staff photos by Fred North

talent as striking Beatle impersonators, but
also the memories and emotions of an era
way before the times of most college
students.
'
1964 performed music from a period which
not only changed the music industry

world-wide, but also the iitfes of those
individuals who were toucjhed by the Beatles'
ingenious melodies and charming
personalities. 1964 recreated a wonderful
moment in time and truly brought us all a
piece of yesterday.
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Contemporary music festival scheduled this week
By David Sen leek
staff writer

The 10th annual Contemporary Music Festival
is a four-day celebration consisting of various
concerts and lectures by some of the best
contemporary composers as well as JMl) faculty
and students.
A special grant from the Meet-the-Composer's
Performance Fund helped defray the festival's
$8,000 cost.
Dr. John S. Milliard, chairman of the festival
committee, said the festival's goal is "to let the
music of our time be heard, noncommercial music
that is."
Steven Paulus, the current composer-inresidence with the Atlanta Symphony, will be one
of the renowned composers giving composition
lectures this week.
The festival also will be hosting contemporary
composer and organist Daniel Pinkham at a
special program at the First Presbyterian Church
in Court Square. JMU students and faculty will
perform several of Pinkham's compositions.
"It makes the music come alive when the live
composer is standing there while you are playing
his piece," said Milliard.
While some people find modern music irritating
or dissonant, Hilliard says today's contemporary
music is tonal and quite enjoyable.
"The more you listen to it, the more enjoyment
you gel out of it," he says.

MONDAY:
1 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 8 p.m. -

Lecture by Daniel Pinkam,
"Words to Music"
• Wilson Hall Auditorium
Composition Master Class with
Daniel Pinkham
• Music Building. Room 321
Concert I — The Music of Daniel
Pinkham: JMU students, chorale
and faculty will perform
selections of Pinkham's work.
• First Presbytarian Church

TUESDAY:
9:25 a.m. -

Steven Paulus addresses Theory
Classes
• Music Building, Choir
Rehearsal Room 142
12:15 p.m. - Daniel Pinkham addresses
Arranging Class
• Music Building, Room 321
4:30 p.m. - Composers Informal Panel:
Paulus, Pinkham and Brouwer
• Anthony Seeger Auditorium
a
8 p.m. -

"

Concert II — New Music
Consort-Pulitzer
Prize
Composers. The internationally
recognized New Music Consort
from New York will perform.
• Wilson Hall Auditorium

WEDNESDAY:
>
10 a.m. New Music Consort Master
Classes
*
• Music Building: voice, flute,
guitar, cello, percussion
• Wilson Hall: piano
12 p.m. United States Air Force Chamber
Orchestra
• Music Building, Orchestra
Rehearsal Room 108
1 p.m. JMU Campus Composers Concert
• Wilson Hall Auditorium
4:30 p.m. - Composition Master Class with
Stephen Paulus
• Music Building, Room 321
8 p.m. Concert III — Featuring the Music
of Stephen Paulus and Daniel
Pinkham. JMU Chorale, JMU
Wind
Symphony,
JMU
Symphony Orchestra, Madison
singers and faculty will perform.
• Wilson Hall Auditorium
THURSDAY:
10:50 a.m. - Contemporary Music Lecture.
"Method.
Madness
and
Minimalism," by Stephen
Kennamer, former music critic.
• Wilson Hall Auditorium
1 p.m. Concert IV — Music of Virginia
Composers. Madison Brass, JMU
students and faculty will perform.
• Wilson Hall Auditorium

'Entertainment PeopCe
Upcoming Events
•Thursday, Feb. 8: JELLO WRESTLING - PC. Ballroom, 7 p.m. $1
•Thursday, Feb. 22: SPRING BREAK FASHION SHOW - P.C. Ballroom, 7 p.m. $2
• Friday, Feb. 23: JOE CLARK - Subject of movie: Lean On Me. $2/student
$5 w/out ID. Tickets on sale Feb. 19th at UPB ticket window.
Movies of the Week
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 6 & 7: The Fabulous Baker Boys 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Thursday, Feb. 8: Rear Window 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $ 1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 9 & 10: Sea of Love 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
Friday (only), Feb. 9: The Adventures of Buckaroo Bonzai Midnight G/S $ 1.50 w/ID
Sunday, Feb. 11: Day for Night 7:00 p.m. G/S FREE.

Special Announcements
Applications for Committee Chairs due by Feb. 14. For information call x6217

UNNBBITY
PROGRAM
BQ4RD

CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6604

—
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SPORTS
JMU solidifies first place in CAA
Dukes shock Richmond with 77-43 late-night slaughter

boards well, and I was extremely pleased with the
offense... Maybe we better play them at midnight
every year."
Despite the two-hour road trip and the unusually
While the lights of a live national cable network
late
starting time, Spiders' coach Dick Tarrant
combined with the sounds of a raucous sellout
refused
to make any excuses for his team's lackluster
crowd of 7,700 to provide the electricity, the JMU
performance.
men's basketball team needed only to look to the
"I must give credit to Madison," Tarrant said.
bulletin in their lockerroom for the inspiration to
"They
played with full intensity [and] "absolutely
battle Richmond Saturday morning. A small sign
played
very, very well. But the shots were there, we
there read "Remember Game #1 — Richmond 70,
just
couldn't
drop them. We were just flat out inept.
JMU 59."
"But
I
don't
think that the time had anything to do
Beginning with Barry Brown's slam dunk and
with
it,"
Tarrant
said. "My guys were just as ready
ending with William Davis' steal and layup, the
to
play
at
12:07
as
they were at 7:30. That would be
Dukes got revenge and much more en route to a
a
weak
cop-out
on
my part if I were in any way say
77-43 rout of the Spiders Saturday morning at the
that
the
time
of
the
game was the cause of the
Convocation Center. The win, the Dukes' eighth
dismal
showing
on
our
part."
straight, boosts JMU's mark to 14-7 overall and
Both
teams
started
slowly,
with Brown scoring
leaves it alone atop the Colonial Athletic
the
game's
first
points
on
a
dunk
with 16:24 to play
Association standings at 8-1. The loss was
in
the
first
half.
But
the
Spiders
drew even at 2-2
Richmond's second straight as it fell to 13-7,6-2 in
when
Ken
Atkinson
converted
both
free throws after
the CAA.
the
JMU
crowd
drew
a
technical
foul
for covering
"I thought we played extremely well tonight," said
the
floor
with
toilet
paper
following
Brown's
hoop.
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell, who gained his first
But
that
would
be
as
close
as
the
Spiders'
would
get
victory over the Spiders in six tries. That was by
for
the
remainder
of
the
contest,
thanks
in
part
to
a
far our best game of the year. I don't know if it was
game-high
22-point
performance
from
junior
point
the crowd that got us excited ... or what, but I
guard Fess Irvin.
thought our defense was excellent, we got on the
With the memories of a woeful
four-point outing at Richmond just
over three weeks ago still fresh in
mind, Irvin connected on six of his
eight first-half shots as the Dukes
outscored the Spiders 38-17 over the
next 16 minutes to grab a comfortable
40-19 halftime advantage. For the first
20 minutes the Dukes shot a sizzling
62.5 percent while making the most of
an aggressive 2-3 matchup zone to
limit Richmond to a pathetic 28.6 clip.
"Our mental preparation was really
different this time," Irvin said. "I think
when we went down (to Richmond] we
were a little tired from all the road trips
and we just weren't into the game like
we should have been.
"But tonight wc were really pumped
up," Irvin said. "The crowd was super
and I think that they are a big part of
this victory. This is just a very special
momement for this team."
The second half proved to be simply
an extension of the first 20 minutes,
with JMU seemingly able to score at
will while the Spiders' offense
continued to sputter as Richmond drew
no closer than 19 on the way to its
worst loss in Tarrant's eight-year reign.
For the game, the Spiders shot a
season-low 27.3 percent from the field
and a year-low 6 percent from 3-point
land. The Dukes also set a couple of
season marks as JMU committed a
Staff photo bv VASHA HUNT
season low 10 personal fouls while
having every player tally in the scoring
Fess Irvln [front] and Jon Fedor run downcourt after Irvln
column for the first time this year.
stole the ball In the Dukes' 77-43 win over Richmond.
By Dave Washburn
staff writer

Convo becomes
three-ring circus
before ESPN cameras
Friday night's game at the Convocation Center
resembled a three-ring circus — minus the dancing
elephants. And the players on the court weren't
even the main attraction.
In between appearances by Washington
Redskin and JMU alumni Gary Clark and Dave
Travelin' Davlin, a game was played to determine
who would claim first place in the Colonial
Athletic Association. The Electric Zoo was at full
force and most fans stayed — or stood — in their
seats all the way to 2:30 a.m., despite the fact that
the 34-point blowout offered little excitement. It
was an amazing crowd, the kind of crowd that
typifies college basketball rivalries at their best
"I thought the crowd was terrific tonight,"
JMU coach Lefty Driesell said. "That's what
makes college basketball. It's all about getting the
crowd excited. I don't know if that made us play as
well as we did or not, but if it did we'll have to
schedule another one."
It was a great crowd — a top-twenty college
basketball type of crowd. But only time will tell
if this will become a typical JMU crowd. It may
be the beginning of the return of the Electric Zoo,

COMMENTARY
Stephanie Swaim
but the fans Friday night were much like a little
girl who dresses up in her mother's clothes,
smearing bright red lipstick on her face. Most of
it was pretend.
Why? There was more purple and gold in the
stands than there ever has been before, probably
because fans wanted to catch the eye of an ESPN
cameraman. Banners proclaiming undying love for
various members of the team hung in between the
"We want Dick Vitale" signs. But hey, that's
college basketball. It happens everywhere, and
JMU has jumped on the bandwagon.
Was it the crowd that allowed JMU to
dominate the first-place team in the conference?
Did the odds-makers forget to factor in the home
court advantage when they favored JMU by just
five? Lefty couldn't figure it out either.
"This was the best crowd we've ever had since
I've been here." Lefty said. "We don't really have
as good a home court advantage as I would like,
because all our students are at the top. I'd like to
have the students down on the floor. But they
were vocal tonight —even the old people were."
Maybe it was all a little overdone. WSVA
went on the air from the Convo for a marathon
See CIRCUS page 23>
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Women's CAA home game streak snapped, 64-60
have been to squads which have been
ranked or have received votes in the
national polls this season.
When the seniors of last year's
In the Virginia game, JMU got a
27-4 JMU women's basketball team
big lead early and the game was tied
graduated last spring they may have
as late as five minutes to go before
taken with them more than 65
bowing 67-55 to the Cavaliers.
percent of JMU's points and 55
Old Dominion was a similar story.
percent of its rebounds per game,
The Dukes were close for much of
that game.
the game but ended up losing by 16.
The latest in the now 11-9 (5-2)
The 70-63 loss to top-25 ranked St.
Dukes' string of near misses this
Joseph's was anyone's game until
season was a 64-60 loss to 17-2
the final minute.
(6-0) conference leader Richmond
Something missing from the team
yesterday at the Convocation Center.
is seniors. The Dukes have none,
The loss snapped JMU's 32-game
and some of Ihcir trouble may stem
home conference winning streak.
from a lack of leadership.
Head coach Shclia Moorman said
"I think that we need someone to
she really can't put her finger on
step up at the end and really push us
exactly what her team needs to gel
over," junior guard Paula Schuler
on the winning side of the close
said. "I'll take some of the blame fjor
games it has been a part of this
that and I'm sure Vicki Harris would
season.
say the same thing, because I'm the
"If we can get the kind of
captain and I'm supposed to be able
performance consistently that we
to do that and I haven't."
need with everybody fulfilling their
The Richmond game was no
roles and able to do it without
exception. JMU got down 19-10
breaking down, then we can beat
early and spent much of the game
anybody in our conference,
trying to come back. Thanks to an
Richmond included," Moorman said.
ally-oop pass from Schuler to
"But if we don't do those things, if
Jcaninc Michaclson to end the half,
we're inconsistent, anybody can beat
JMU trailed at the break by only
Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS
us."
five, 33-28.
A good example of that type of
JMU's Emily McCracken Intimidates Richmond's Julie Scherbenske
The Dukes came out strong in the
situation was last Wednesday night.
in yesterday's 64-60 loss at the Convo.
second half and even led by four with
JMU, accustomed to beating
eight minutes to go. But every time
William and Mary by 20 points,
a dismal 29.6 percent [21 for 71] and
JMU has played a very tough
they got rolling, something
went into overtime to beat the Tribe
needed a late foul shot by Brandy schedule this season, however. Eight
happened to change the momentum.
65-57. In the game, the Dukes shot
Cruthird to force the extra period.
of Moorman's young team's losses
Whether it was a Richmond three
pointer or a drive by their star, Pam Bryant, or a
questionable call by the officials, the Dukes could
never really maintain control.
By Maurice Jones
"I would stack her against anyone, male or
"It's like we can't stand prosperity. I felt like at
staff writer
female, in her ability to devise and execute
every point at which we seemed to take control of
While
suffering through a somewhat
offensive and defensive game plans," Morrison
the game, either we made a mistake, or the officials
disappointing season, JMU women's basketball
said. "She can break down an opponent with
made a call that killed us, Moorman said."
head coach Sheiia Moorman rccieved some good
great expertise, and if she has the talent on her
The difference yesterday came down the stretch
news Friday. She was named the head coach of
West team and they follow her directions, I can
when Richmond was consistently able to execute on
the West team for the 1990 U.S. Olympic
see that she's going to have great success and I
offense and JMU was not.
Festival by USA Basketball and the U.S.
know that the team will too."
JMU had the ball down by three with 1:14 left on
Olympic Committee.
the
clock. The Dukes didn't shoot the ball until
Because of her involvement in various
Moorman, who is in her eighth year as JMU's
close
to the 30 second mark.
coaching organizations over the last six years
head coach, was elected in her first attempt at the
"Our
communication wasn't very good between
Moorman has had to wait to apply for the U.S.
position and was plcaseantly surprised to get the
our
perimeter
players and our inside players,"
team. She wanted to avoid the possibility of
job.
Schuler
said.
"We
were just disorganized."
damaging JMU's program by overloading her
"I'm obviously very excited and I'm very
JMU
missed
that
shot and had to foul Richmond
schedule. With her term on the National Coaches
flattered that my first time around they would
guard
Julie
Scherbenske,
who made the front end of
Association Board coming to an end this year,
select me to be a head coach of one of the teams,
her
one-and-one.
Harris,
who finished with a team
Moorman has found an opportunity to add to her
so I'm really looking forward to it," Moorman
high
18
points,
then
converted
on a drive to cut the
long list of accomplishments without harming
said.
lead
to
62-60.
It
was
too
little
too
late, however, as
her team.
Moorman is a former three-time U. S.
Scherbenske connected on two more free throws, and
National Team member and expects to use her
"I've really picked and chosen the things I've
JMU was unable to score again.
past experiences to help her Olympic team.
done outside of our program because I never
"Our kids executed perfectly down the stretch,"
"I have a good level of experience and a
wanted to spread myself too thin and neglect my
Richmond head coach Stephanie Gaitley said. "We
familiarity with the international game and the
own program at the expense of other activities,"
did a good job reading the defense, and we didn't lose
type of players that can play that game well,"
Moorman said.
our composure offensively."
Moorman said. "I'm pretty good at identification
According to Moorman, her new Olympic
Another factor that led Richmond to the win was
of talent, and I'll be able to assist the committee
experience will begin April 20 when she travels
its red-hot shooting. In the first half, the Spiders
that selects the West team in that regard."
to Stanford University to select the West team.
shot a blistering 62.5 percent and finished the game
JMU assistant coach Andrea Morrison said that
The team will then meet again in Minneapolis,
at 55.8 percent.
the honor bestowed on Moorman was "long
Minn. July 1, and have a chance to practice
Schuler Followed Harris in scoring for JMU. She
overdue" and that she will bring a unique
together for a few days before the competition
finished with 15 points and hit four of five
begins July 7.
knowledge of basketball to the U.S. team.
three-point attempts.
By Greg Abel
staff writer

Moorman to coach in Olympic Festival
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Gymnasts vault to record
performance in loss to Tribe

Circus

The JMU men's gymnastics team set a number of
records despite losing to William and Mary 250.35
to 236.55 in Williamsburg. The Dukes dropped to
0-2.
JMU's Tim Bedford (50.55) and Dave Cvercko
(48.35) finished first and second, respectively.
Bedford's score was his personal best and the
second-best in JMU history. JMU's John Karlovich
placed fifth with a 43.40.
Bedford captured second in the rings competition
(9.25) and second in the parallel bars (8.9). Bedford's
9.25 on the rings set a JMU record.
Cvercko finished second in the floor exercise (9.1)
and pommel horse (8.05). He also finished third in
the rings, behind Bedford, with an 8.75. Cvercko's
9.1 on the floor exercise was a personal best

five-hour prcgamc show and fans were seen lined up
as early as 5 p.m. at the Convo. The minute the
doors opened it was a race to get the good seals.
From the purple carpet that was spread down the
ramp to time-out performances done to the music of
Michael Jackson, it was pure entertainment and the
social event of the year. Some JMU students even
scalped tickets. It wasn't athletics or sport that
attracted a national network or the sell-out crowd, it
was atmosphere.
College athletics is more than two good
basketball teams competing, and JMU entered the
big-time Friday night, or at least attempted to.
Transfer starter Fess Irvin even compared the setting
to games he played in at LSU, a top-twenty team.
"The Cajuns are real crazy, but these people can
hang with them," Irvin said.
Steve Hood said it was some of the best fan
support he had ever seen, including his days at
Maryland in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
"This reminded me of Duke," Hood said. "It was
pretty rockin' tonight."
Ironically, had the game not been a blow-out and
come down to the wire, the fans would have been
responsible for losing the game. Thanks to a
technical foul at the start of the game for the
over-zealous show of spirit in the form of toilet
paper, Richmond nullified the two JMU points that
started me game.
The potential has always been there for this
support. Maybe it wasn't a fluke. Our cheerleaders
place high in national competitions every year and
the Duke Dog is a crowd favorite wherever he goes.
Lefty's personality lends itself to this kind of
attention. He's very visible — a character who

► (Continued from page 21)

(upcoming events in JMU sports)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wednesday — JMU at VCU, 7:30 p.m.
WRESTLING
Virginia State at JMU, 7 p.m.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING
AND DIVING
Wednesday — JMU in Colonial
Championships [Wilmington, N.C.]

Prep Plus
For the MCAT:
The Best
Medical Insurance
No one can guarantee your acceptance to medical school.
But we can guarantee that you'll score your-highest on the
MCAT. Our unique Test Your Best™ guarantee is your
insurance policy. If you're not completely satisfied with
your MCAT score, we'll let you repeat the entire course, at
no charge1
We offer expert live instruction, innovative home study
materials, unlimited review in our TEST-N-TAPE* labs and
lots of personal attention That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has
prepared more test takers, and produced more top MCAT
scores, than everyone else combined!

S STANLEY H. KAPUN

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE

Dave Travelln' Davlin, a basketball
trickster, performs at the Valley Mall.

receives a lot of attention for his sideline antics.
Even he played to the cameras Friday, keeping
leading scorers Hood and Irvin playing with a
26- point lead.
Richmond's coach Dick Tarrant even credited the
pep band.
»..
"I just think it's a great atmosphere for college
basketball and all of you have done a wonderful job
of getting it so aroused," Tarrant said. "The band is
marvelous; I told Lefty I'll trade any five guys I have
— one through twelve — for the band.
"Let me give credit to Madison. Lefty's done a
great job in getting a great enthusiasm here, and I
tip my hat to him. He's a great coach and he's a
good guy."

IEMIIH
H FINE DINING

171 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(703) 432-6333

Schedule for Februrary 5 through 10
Tuesday
Every Monday
OPEN
STAGE
with
SCOTT
MURRAY

Wednesday

Enroll now for February classes
804/979-3001
Charlottesville

and the

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

EVERYTHING
Funk, Ska, Rock, Reggae
Covers and Originals

Friday

TERRI

'

TER Ri FIC5
Rock-A-Billy

Win a Dinner
for Two

Thursday

All Acoustic

JL Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

i

Weekly
Dart
Tournaments

Night

Saturday

LITTLE
SHOKE
Classic Rock
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M)Vf UTISIO ITfM POIICY Each of these advertised items is required
to fie ieedilv available 'or sale m each Kroger Store, e.iepl as
spec-fical'v noted >n this ad I' we do run-oul of an advertised
item we will olfei vou your choice of a comparable Hem when
available reflecting the same savings 01 a ramcheck which will
entille you to purchase ihe advertised Hem at the advertised once
within 30 days Only one vendor coupon will be accepted per
item purchased
COPVRIGMT 1990
IHF KROGER CO ITEMS AND PRICES
GOOD SUNDAY FEB 4 THROUGH SATURDAY FEB 10_
1990 IN HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE SOCD TO DEAIFRS

JMU Semesters Abroad
Announces
STUDIES ABROAD NIGHT

I

TONIGHT 7:00 pm
Music Building Rm. 142
For all Students interested in
applying for a semester in
London, Paris, or Florence
in 1990 -91. Meet Directors and
Student Alumni from all programs.

i

"For the International
experience of a lifetime!"
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Applications
due by Feb.15.
Selection by
March 1.
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IN THE DELI PASTRY SHOPPE
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Deli Fresh
Pepperoni Pizzas

H
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fc 200"
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IN THE DAIRY DEPT REGULAR OR

Why Work for OIT?
Academic Computing
and Technical Services
On-the-iob-training: You will leam skills
and concepts you won't find in the classroom.
Experience: Work with computer professionals. Impress prospective employers
with experience to complement your degree. Exposure to a variety of computingrelated professions will help you direct
your career.

«<f> M

0 gafl

Tropicana Chilled
Homestyle Orange Juice

f ] 8"
64 oz. X

Pringles
Potato Chips

V| Q&
7.5-oz. X

Jif

$1 89

Peanut Butter

isoz

Tide Laundry
Detergent Powder

!pl "9
39 oz X

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE, CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI.
CAFFEINE FREE PEPSI

X

^k ^fk

QQ(
2-1.tr. %f \r

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola
12 PAK 12 OZ. CANS

S3 19

Money; Our salaries are competitive
with other on-campus employers. We offer
room for advancement that includes pay
raises.
Pick up your application
from any computing lab or
from Miller G4-1. Turn all
applications in to Miller
G4-1 no later than Friday.
March 2nd at S p.m.
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Start Your Career Before You Leave School!
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BUSINESS
At the Grill
Not much has changed but the owners
By Laurel Wissinger
arts editor

There's a crowd gathered inside the door, waiting for
one of the tables occupied by groups of college
students or local residents to open up. The waiter and
waitress scurry around chairs and patrons,
sidestepping outstretched legs and the overall-clad
little boy crawling on the floor. Every few seconds
the ding of the bell signifies another order ready to be
taken out of the tiny kitchen. And above everything,
rock music blares from a stereo tucked behind rows of
ketchup and hot pepper sauce bottles.
Just another Saturday afternoon at The Little Grill.
Co-owner Pete Slayer likes to describe The Little
Grill as a "joint," the kind of place where all types of
people come to hang out and eat.
"It's kind of a Harrisonburg institution," he says.
"People expect a certain type of atmosphere when
they come in here."
Since Slayer and 1989 JMU graduate Tom Kildea
bought the Grill this past December, the two have
kept many of the place's familiar touches intact. The
walls are still pink, decorated with a hodgepodge of
art prints, posters and vintage clocks. The seafoam
green shelves lining the far wall are filled with an
assortment of pottery, seashell sculptures and plants.
Slayer and Kildea even inherited the famous blue bike
sitting on the lop shelf from the Grill's previous
owner, Bob Driver.
Slayer and Kildea themselves are fixtures at the
Grill. The pair, who met when both worked for JMU
Special Events, were regular Friday or Saturday night
musicians. Although they're now their own bosses,
they continue to make weekend appearances. "We
used to play in this place, and now it's our place we're
playing in," Slayer says.
The two were looking for a restaurant to buy when
the opportunity to own The Little Grill fell into their
hands. "Tom and 1 had a bunch of lines out, waiting
for something to bite," Slayer says. "And then out of

It's just another night at the Little Grill.

Staff photos by PHIUP HOLMAN

The Little Grill, on North Main Street, is a popular spot for eating and entertainment.
the blue came the question from Driver if we wanted
to buy this place."
Kildea and Slayer not only own The Little Grill,
but they also actively participate in the day-to-day
running of the restaurant. Slayer often waits tables
and runs the cash register while Kildea helps out in
the kitchen. The two communicate via messages on
the blackboard hanging behind the counter. "Tom: we
need ice! P" is written underneath the list of the day's
specials.
Slayer has definite plans for "his place." He'd like
to sec The Little Grill become the town's "cultural
throat" and is working to give each day of the week a
theme in addition to the traditional weekend music.
One of Slayer's favorites is Monday's Bistro Night.
"I want to recapture the feeling of a coffeehouse in the
'60s," he says. "People come and talk about
whatever's on their mind. They tell stories, they sing,
they discuss politics. They have five minutes to say
anything they want."
Slayer is devoted to providing a forum for local
talent. In addition to the performing artists, various
local artists display their paintings and pottery at the
Grill. "It's done on a revolving basis," Slayer says. "I
don't just hang things done by a few artists — I want
to give as many people as possible the chance to
show their art here."
Another one of Slayer's new ideas is presenting
one-act plays, beginning Feb. 21 and 22. Two of The
Little Grill's employees — Ron Copeland, the
dishwasher, and Tim McCrary, the cook — are JMU
theatre students and will perform. Slayer says ticket
sales will be handled on an advance basis only. The
restaurant will close at 10 p.m. for the performance
and then re-open at 10:30.
Many of the changes the new owners have made
involve minor things, "like new light fixtures,"
according tirS layer. They modified the menu slightly,
eliminating some of the more obscure brands of beer
and several food items, like guacamole.

But despite these changes, the new owners pride
themselves on retaining the traditions that have built
the Grill's regular clientele.
Slayer reports The Little Grill is doing as well as
ever. Customers at peak breakfast and lunch times
often find themselves waiting for a coveted table. The
building is leased, which prohibits the restaurant from
expanding. But Slayer says he and Kildea wouldn't
consider the option anyway.
"Absolutely not," he says. "We could get bigger,
but the restaurant would lose some of its uniqueness
in the process."
Waiter Roger Nelson has worked at The LitUe Grill
since August, and in that lime has developed a
friendly relationship with many of Ihe customers.
There are certain people he expects to see at breakfast,
and others who always come in for lunch, he says.

"We could get bigger, but
the restaurant would lose
some of its uniqueness in
the process."
— Pete Slayer
"You get to know people on a first-name basis," he
says. "You learn if ihey want cream in their coffee, or
Sweet-n-Low, or if they drink it black."
Customers appreciate that rapport. Mike
Montgomery and Paul Cummins, Wampler Food
employees, have been going to The Little Grill for
five years, and Cummins claims nothing has changed
in thai lime period.
"It's just like it was ihe first lime I came in here,"
he says. "Just ihe same."
Montgomery is drawn to ihe restaurant because of
"the atmosphere," he claims. "It's full of character."
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Find the ad that offers $100 OFF your first months rent.
... and win prizes from one of these sponsors
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"so what we do is tic into the building
to get the actual power."
The producer and announcers
contacted both schools a week in
advance for information to prepare for
the telecast. They had to do their
homework a little more because the
CAA is not a well-known conference,
according to Galloway.
"A lot of the viewers who are
watching this telecast, especially
ESPN on a national basis, have not
seen either of the teams so we have to
give them a reason to watch the
game," said,Galloway, who is in his
first season producing college
basketball for ESPN.
Game announcers John Sanders and
Jon Albright teamed for the Ohio
Valley Conference midnight game Jan.
27 when Morehead State hosted Middle
Tennessee State.
"Jon knows the things he needs as an
analyst," Sanders said. "I know the
things I need as a play-by-play guy,
and you learn to focus on those things
and it really isn't difficult no matter
who the teams are.
"I also find, even if I haven't seen
them play before, about two or three
minutes into the game I don't have any
problem at all.
"You can't do an exciting broadcast
without two elements," Sanders said.
"A: a good ball game and B: crowd
enthusiasm. If you don't have those
things you're probably not going to
have a good telecast no matter what
you say or do."
Twelve JMU games, have been
televised so far this season, including
two on ESPN. The national television
audience last saw JMU lose 80-79 to
North Carolina in the opening round of
November's Maui Classic.
JMU forward Billy Coles remembers
national TV and was glad to redeem
himself with the 12:07 tip-off.
"We played on ESPN once and blew
a game against North Carolina so we
wanted to show everyone that we were
a whole lot better team than
Richmond," Coles said.
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PROPEL YOUR
CAREER TO THE TOP
'

Officers in today's Nuclear Navy develop
their talents working with some of the most
sophisticated equipment in the world.
Being the best in your field takes talent,
and the hands-on experience the Navy
provides.
As a nuclear propulsion officer candidate,
you can earn $1,200 a month starting your
junior year of college. Plus you get a $4,000
bonus upon acceptance and enlistment into
the program, and another $2,000 when you
complete your Navy studies after
commissioning.
After college graduation, you receive a
year of Navy graduate-level education in
nuclear propulsion.

And, as a Navy officer, you get
exceptional benefits, and a solid salary that
can grow to $50,000 after five years. And
you get the responsibility, respect and
experience that can take you, to the top of
America's high-tech industries.
To qualify, you must be working toward,
or have earned, a bachelor's degree and be a
U.S. citizen between 19 and 25 years of age.
You must also have completed a minimum
of one year each of calculus and
calculus-based physics with a "B" average
or better.
Start your career as a Navy officer. Call
Navy programs at 1-800-533-1657. There's
no obligation.

Stop by the Warren Campus Center today and tomorrow for more information.

You are Tomorrow

NAVY OFFICER You are the Navy. -
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Consumers dial 900 lines
for more than just thrills

has instituted dial-up services for sports, weather and
lottery reports. After the Loma Priela earthquake in
October, Pacific Bell and KGO-TV set up a 900 line
These days, you don't necessarily have to read for information concerning donations, volunteer
Hustler to find ads for 900 numbers.
services and news reports.
Instead of listening to the heavy breathing of
phone sex lines, curious callers with some extra
money and nothing else to do can instead listen to
celebrity hot air, hone in on gossip, pay to express
their opinions and help raise funds for charity.
Before his conviction on charges of computer
Last year alone witnessed consumer spending of tampering, Robert Morris Jr. claimed that what he
more than $350 million on national 900 numbers set out to do was nothing more than a sophisticated
and local 976 numbers such as "Women's Secret but harmless prank.
Confessions," "Alyssa Milano's Teen Steam
But beyond the immediate result of his action —
Hotline" and the Jose Canseco hotline. IdealDial, a
the
foiling of 6,000 university and military
Denver-based telephone consultation service, predicts
computers
within a few hours in 1988 — Morris
that revenues will exceed $2 billion by 1992.
showed
that
technological advances must be met
Gossip lines comprise 70 percent of the 900-line
with
stepped
up security if similar cases are to be
industry, but other, more unexpected operations are
prevented.
taking calls now. Sweepstakes such as the cable
Morris was a first-year graduate student at Cornell
channel VH-l's Corvette giveaway last year racked
up l.S million callers and raked in more than S3 University when he wrote the "worm" program, a
million — more than enough to take care of the self-replicating virus which spread throughout the
nationwide Internet research network. A
bills.
As early as the 1980 election, AT&T Co. was programming flaw enabled the virus to spread faster
using 900 services to poll voters, who called in their than Morris expected, slowing the affected systems
picks for 50 cents per call. Now, nearly all major and crippling the work of others.
networks have used phone polls at one time or
Once the story reached national headlines and
another. ABC-TV used a poll last year on "Monday began appearing in computer trade journals as
Night Football" to let viewers choose the best plays justification for security paranoia, experts and design
engineers began examining closely the safeguards
of the previous 20 years.
Recent additions to the hotline list include which allowed Morris and others to slip into and
information numbers. American Express offers an tamper with data networks.
around-the-world weather forecast, and USA TODAY
Many of those experts and researchers, however,

Computer tampering case
raises security questions

BENETTON IS LEAVING APPLE BLOSSOM MALL SO...
EVERYTHING MUST GO BY THE END OF FEBRUARY 1990!
ENTIRE STOCK IS $34.99 OR LESS EXCEPT FOR OUR $198
COATS, THEY ARE NOW 50 '/. OFF
ALL WATCHES $24.99 OR LESS
ALL SWEATERS ARE $34.99 OR LESS
ALL SHIRTS ARE $19.99
VP
ALL SKIRTS ARE $24.99 OR LESS
ALL SWEATPANTS ARE $14.99
ALL SWEATSHIRTS ARE $24.99 OR LESS
*#
ALL DUFFLE BAGS ARE $6.99 OR LESS
d»
ALL KNAPSACS ARE $11.99 OR $15.99
tfi
<&
ALL SOCS AND TIGHTS ARE $3.99
ALL BELTS ARE $9.99 OR LESS
ALL PANTS ARE $24.99 OR LESS
ALL PERFUMS ARE 30% OFF
(perfums never go on sale so buy future gifts)
COME BY SOON WHILE THE SELECTION IS STILL LARGE!

& i£°*

JA

Sure
1106 Reservoir St

By David Noon with information from the USA Today/
Apple College Information Network

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
It's just around the corner!!
• life cycles
• aerobics
• individualized programs
• 10% off 3-month
membership!

•$?

6t

stressed that overcompensation would merely stifle
the exchange of data.
"That would be a terrible response," Cornell
University computer science professor Dexter Kozen'
said. "People in the academic community would be
very upset I communicate and exchange information
daily with colleges in California, Toronto and even
Israel."
What Kozen and others suggest — rather than
simply freaking out and locking up entire systems
— is an awareness approach which considers
computer ethics, laws and common sense.
"You have to take a multi-faceted approach to
computer security; one method alone isn't really
going to do it," said Joseph Tompkins, a
Washington-based attorney and chairman of the
American Bar Association Task Force on Computer
Crime. "There are technical considerations. There is
education — teaching people about (he importance
of computer ethics — and there are legal measures."
The Morris case has been analogous to the
"friendly neighborhood" where residents
complacently leave their doors unlocked. Internet
file-holders used simple passwords and cliches —
accessing private files was relatively simple.
"There was once a time when accessing a
computer meant sitting at one of the terminals 20 or
30 feet away," said Peter Craig, vice president of
Rainbow Technologies. "Back then, computer
security meant locking computer room doors. No
more."

(THE CENTRE FOR FIGURES)
42 Miller Circle

434 - 9692

BFGOODRICH f/A RADIALS
• Long tread life
• Outstanding traction

Tan

• Sure handling
• Distinctive appearance

434-1812

WE SUPPLY TIRES & SERVICE
LIGHT TRUCK & PASSENGER
CAR FLEETS

Only UVB rays will release melanin,
your skins' natural sunscreen
FULL SERVICE PROFESSIONAL TANNING SALON
!TM

ffy *t

UVA rays and UVB rays
".

Specials Prices Now!

4$ p

Htishman's
SOWING IHt ARtA SINCt l'>-0

STATE
INSPECTION
STATION

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

434-5935
IUMKMI MO H*MiV)*>BO>'C

■J '
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Attend an Introductory Lecture on

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi for over 30
years
7:00 p.m. Tues., Feb. 6
Commuter Student
Valley Room WCC
Services x6071

JMU COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

0 days til
raduation
Blowout
$3 admission
9 -1 a.m. P;G. Ballroom

Presents

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
VIDEO TELECONFERENCE
Doing business in the Pacific Rim

'

Thursday, February 8,19901-4 pm
Grafton Stovall Theatre
Why are business, industry and government so
interested in enhancing Pacific Economic
cooperation? This video conference will enhance
your working knowledge of Pacific Rim countries.
,

THE BOARD OF VISITORS
OF
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
...Invites undergraduates to apply for the
position of Student Member of the Board of Visitors
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
- Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University.
- A 3.00 cumulative grade point average.
- Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours.
- Significant involvement in campus activities.
Interested students may obtain an
application in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs (Alumnae Hall Room 107). Applications
should be returned in person by the
deadline, 5 p.m., February 23,1990. '

L
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COMICS
CALVIN AND HOBBES

€*•£

Bill Watterson

THE FAR SIDE ~ Gary Larson

KEIL.HOBBES. I
GUESS WE HARMED
A VAXVJABlE
LES50H FROM WIS
IXjPUCATlHG
MESS.

l£T ME SEE fOUR MITTENS!
HaHE, La*.' FlKKSOF
BARK, PIECES OF <SRAH£L,
SFOIS Of MUD, AND GRMfcUSi
CF >CE.' THAT WAS YOVR
SNOWBALL, AIL RKHT.'

/ THATS THE PROBlEM \
I
WITH HANIN6 A
VsiCNKWRE STXLE. J

Suddenly, second-chair granite rock's jealousy ol
first-chair granite rock becomes uncontainabte.

/

xx

Hf\- YW MISSED

KM Km/

THBPIBM/

Bullknitters

CAMPUS LIFE
H^tTTH4l51?CWfi«iaaOT.l,/1

C/7r/s DeCarlo
GrOSCi SUE SHOW?
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Mike Peters

MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM —

RUBES

Leigh Rubin

FLEA BAR6AINING

Soon there would be plenty of
sausage to too the large cheese pizza.

PROBLEMS COMMON! TO MARSUP/A16

■

IV

^sZZZZ^tiTiLr~^T"^ fc=3w£
PRAIRIE DOGS WITH CHILI

It was a fierce battle to the death.
The steaks were high.

COLLEGIATE CROSSWORD

1
6
11
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
39
40

ACROSS
Zone
Daub
Food fish
Burned
Dye ingredient
Washington phone
(2 wds.)
Herd of whales
Winter wear
Prison
Gibbons
English novelist
Ball attire
Leases
Vane direction
Hr. Jones
Verses
Did office work
New Mexico town
Miss Cantrell
Lucky chance
Deciduous trees
French river
Certain relative,
for short

41
43
44
46
47
48
50
51
53
55
56
57
58

Gary and family
German river
Commonplace
,
Twofold
"For shame!"
Russian plains
Prefix for meter
Italian gulf
Part of golf
Law
Assyrians, e.g.
Thrill
Did dangerous
work

y

Collegiate CW8827

Appetizers
Food •.
Nothing
"
's Irish Rose"
Of the moon
Extent of view
Wilander of tennis
Building part
Fatty
Did over

■ c A N A !.■
IS H E A
H A 1. I B U TBS C A 1. 11
A N I L I N EMH O T L I
G A MBEJA R 1. A P SMP
APE spiR E A D EJBGTO
RENT SliS S EllC A S
5TAN Z ASlF I LE

■ T A o SJBUA N AB

R|
E D]
N Kj
E N
W N
E Y|
D|

■ FLUKE ■BII 1R C H E si
LOIRE ■ClO ZllH A R T S
E L B EipiB A[N A LHD UAL
F

(<pEdward Julius

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

i EIBT u N InjH ASIDI A'

T A R AJN t OHD R I |V I N C
S T A T|U T E ISENIT'ES
■ E L A)T I:|
BS P|I i i>■

11
12
13
14
19
22
24

26
28
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
48

Mother of Ishmael
Miss Brewer, et al.
"110 in the
"
Ex-pitcher McLain
Girl
Height
Camelot notable

eyes

Sure thing
Girl's name
Hide's partner
"Leapin' —!"
Having leaves
arts
Certain investment
Very learned
glass
Boxing blows
Indian craft
Furnace leftovers
Montana city
and Penates
Certain fastener
(2 wds.)
49 Blockhead
52
standstill
54 Clock dial number
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CLASSIFIEDS
Girls - Only 24 days left until Spring Break. We want to
help you get in shape. Late Nile Aerobics, 433-6762.
3 Large BR Duplai - Large yard (we mow). Lots of
extras. Almost new. Very energy efficient. Pod Road, 1
mile past Howard Johnson's Restaurant. Available May.
Lease/deposit $480. 434-2100.

Lost - Reward Lost keys. 'I love cats' 4 large purple
key. Call 432-0533.

New Duplex - 4 large BR, 2 baths. W/D, equipped
kitchen. Close to campus. $760/mo. 434-7956 after 4

Terrific Typist - Fast, accurate, reasonable, near JMU.
Call Angie, 434-4332.

pmThe Commons - New student housing near campus,
869 Port Republic Road. 4 BR, furnished or unfurnished,
W/D. Call 432-0600.
Park Apartment! - The quiet community. 1,213 BRs
from $339 - $499. Includes in most apartments gas for
heat, cooking & hot water. Call 433-2621.
The Country Race - Lodging & camping on the
Shenandoah River, wants you & your friends to enjoy
special weekends. 40 mi. north. 2 BR chalet,
$185/weekend. 5 BR chalet, $295Aveekend. Fireplaces,
waierbed,
year-round
comfort.
Call
for
reservations/brochure. (703)743-4007.
289 4 293 Campbell St. - Available on June 1, 1990.
Yearly lease. 1 month deposit, reference. Call 433-6047.
Several Rooms For Females - In Forest Hills
lownhouse. Excellent condition. No smoking/no pets.
$145 - $195. Share utilities. Lease June 1-May 31. Call
Jill, 433-3666.
May/Summer - Okie Mil' 3 Rooms. $150. Lisa. Denise,
433-8787.
Excellent Location -1 block Icon campus. Side by side
duplexes, preler to rent as one unit. 8 Bfls, 2 baths,
living rooms, dining rooms, laundry shared. June to June
lease. 232-236 Canlrell. $17S/mo./tenanl. 433-1044.
Summer 1990 - Students wanted to sublease a 3 BR
apartment with pool in Madison Manor. Price negotiable.
Call 432-0356.

84 Toyota Corolla - Good condition, new tires, A/C.
Call 432-6848.
1970't Fender Stratogaster guitar with hard shell
case. $300 (negotiable) Call Tom, 433-5261.
For Sale - 1980 Chevy Monza. Rebuilt engine, $1,000.
Brian, 432-0556.

Super Fund-raising School Items - Locally printed
advertising
for
your
organization.
Keepsake
logo-phones, oilers, credit card calculators, etc.
Excelenl prolrts. 434-4637

Used Rossignols 150 - Perfect lor beginners! $40.
x5296.

Wanted - Meteorologist/anchor lor 6 pm & 11 pm
newscasts. Station in Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. No
phone cals, please. EEO. Tapes 4 resumes to: Gary
Smith, News Director, P.O. Box TV-3. Harnsonburg, VA
22801.

Easy Work! Excellent Payl Assemble products at
home. Call for info. (504)641-8003 ext. 411.

Attention - Hmhgl Government jobs, your area. Many
immediate openings without wailing list or lest. $17,840 $69,485. Call (602)838-8885. Ext. R4707.
Athletic Instructor - Part time. Must have some
knowledge of soccer S the ability to work with youth.
Altemoon & evening hours, 10-20 hrs^wk. Apply to
Harrisonburg Department of Parks 1 Recreation, 305 S.
Dogwood Dr.. Harrisonbuig. VA 22801. Deadline, Fri.,
Feb. 16,5 pm.
Market Discover Credit Cards - On your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn ss much as $10/hr. Only 10
positions available. Call (800)9506472 ext. 3.

sell

Tonight At 6 pm in J. Maddies - Orientation night for Pi
Sigma Epsilon. Everyone welcome1

Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA4 UVBrays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106
Reservoir St.

Attention Juniors) Applications lor OAK, the national
leadership honor society, available in Alumnae 106.

Get busy Seniors - 90 days til Graduation Blowout1
Tonight, 9 pm -1 am. $3. PC Ballroom.

Adrian Kent Chindgren - This is it. Love, Special K 4
The Kmg Shadrock.

Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile
service, call 432-0949.

Lose 10,15, Even 20 Pounds
By Spring Break
and
Get free tanning visits, too!
All (or only $88.
Call 433-5726

Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. Call 434-5155.
Words, Words, Words - Professional resumes, theses,
etc Laser printed. (703)234-9788.

OAK' Pick up your application Irom Alumnae 106.
Great Hunger Clean-up - Kick olf meeting. Feb. 7 at 5
pm, Harrison A206. Be there! \^
Easy Tan - Walking distance Irom JMU. Great break
specials. 434 0808
Clubs - Do you need money? Do you have patio dates?
Earn $100 a day. Call David, (202)371-0559.
Auditions - Earn $400, class credit. Children's Theatre
Production. Feb. 6 4 7. Theatre II.
^^
Ervis - We wont return you to sender We know the
address. Anthony-Seeger parking lot, 5 pm, Wed., Feb.
7.
___
Great Coupon Specials in The Breeze - Easy Tan.
434-0808.
Phi ChlTheta Presents - Dr. John Gentile speaking on
"Business 4 the Environment' Wed., Feb. 7 in the
Highlands Room (lormerty J. Maddies) at 7 pm.
Women's Self Defense - Tuesday 4 Thursday, 8:30 9:30 pm. Halterman Karale, 16 Pleasant Hill Rd.
434-8824
Attention All Comm 4 Business Majors - Come hear
Joanna Hanes discuss "Using Broadcast Media in P.FL"
at the next I ABC. JMU Professional Meeting. Mon., Feb.
5,5 pm, AS 12.

Typist For Hire - Delivery service, 433-5750. Engish
tutoring available also.

All Campus Bands - Enter your band in the Battle of the
Bands! Pick up applications in Duke 8-11 am.
Applications due by Feb. 10.

Word Processing Papers - Reports, etc. Quick,
accurate. Judy Shaw, 828-2748.

Don't Feed The Alpha Chls! Great Hunger Clean up
Fast-a-thon, Feb. 7.

Adoption - Loving couple wishes to adopt an inlant. We
are unable to have children 4 want to expand our family.
Please call collect (804)320-4388

Dancers - Male 4 lemale dancograms lor any occason.
Surprise a friend. Call Iceman evenings at 432-6010.
Prices negotiable.

Tweed Sneakers - Wednesday, Mystic Den. Chicks
free before 10.

Congratulations - To all 49 EK's on President's 4
Dean's Lists. Way to go!

Loving Family - With one child seeks to adopt a
newborn infant We have much to offer - lamily, love 4
security Call collect, (804)741 -5302.

Scottie, Pat 4 Duncan - Congrats on your E«t>E bids. I
always knew yall were 'wannabe's! Love, Lib

Think Margaritas, Tropical Fish - Crystal clear waters.
Think Cancun Treat yourself, you deserve it! Now, call
Cate at 432-6313.

Auditions - Children's theatre production, Feb. 6 4 7,
6-8 pm. Theatre II. Info, 434-3278.

WANTED

T-Shirt Guys - at Harrison Annex Feb. 6 9 am - 4 pm.

Want 2 Females - To live olf campus. Call x4470.
Wanted - Non-smoking lemale lor Hunter's Ridge, Fall
1990. Rent $190.432-0570.

There's A New Experience On Campus - & His name
begins with V. See ya in the Ballroom |aml?

Sponsored by EN.
Attention Clubs - We buy patio dates, $100 a day. Cal
David at (202)371 -0559 for more info.
Starve An Alpha Chlf Support the Great Hunger
Cleanup Fast-a-thon, Feb. 7.

May Session In Italy
Travel/Study- 3 Credits
May 10-28
Apply now!
Contact Dr. M. Hamlet-Metz

Keezell 420, Tel. 568-6069
Summer Job Opportunity - Counselors needed lor girls
at private, residential camp in Shenandoah Valey.
Riding, swimming, tennis 4 morel Great experience! For
more info, call x4584.

Free Daytona Hotel Accomodations -Must
voucher now. Julie. 433-8034.

John - 11 always be your biggest fan. Your Little
Fencer.

T-Shirt Guys - at Harrison Annex Feb. 6 9 am - 4 pm.
72 Datsun 510 - $300. 70-1/2 RS Camaro. Best offer
under $1,500. 4 new tires on aluminum wheels, 175,
70's & 155's $180. Phone 432-0625.

For A Great Tan - The best pnces, beds 4 booths, plus
much more. CaH Tropic Tan. 433-TANN.

Home Typing -Cal 432-1975 after 230 pm.

Electric Zoo T-shirts - Call Justin at 433-5266.
Round Trip Airfare - Anyplace in U.S. on United. Dave.
432-9520.

Auditions - No experience necessary. The Whipping
Boy, Feb. 6 4 7,6-8 pm, Theatre II.

Class Of "SI - Do you have what it takes to belong to

Tall (6'2"), dark, handsome - athletic mature, college
educated, financially independent 25 year old male
seeks 20 24-year-old for mature, open relationship. I'm
ambitious but not uptight and enjoy athletics, reading,
music, travel, romance 4 life! If genuinely interested, lor
oneself or another, write: PO Box 303, Stratford, VA
22554.
Tweed Sneakers - Wednesday, Mystic Dan. Babes free
before 10.
'
'
Elvis Is Coming Back From The Dead?! In
Harrisonburg?l I don't get it. All I know is that it's
supposed to happen Wed.. Feb. 7 at 5 pm in the
Anthony-Seeger parking lot.
Need Money For School? Come to ROTC Scholarship
'Muting. Feb. 8.630 pm. Godwin 208. x6264
80 Days II Graduation Party - 'Cause only Seniors
can party on Monday nights! $3 9 p m to 1a m. Walter
SacksasDJ.

90 Days 18 Graduation Jam - $3,9 pm -1 am. Phillips
Center tonight!

ACCOUNTING TUTORING
241,242,343
Wednesdays
Jackson 106
5 pm - 6 pm
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi

Sponsored by EN.
E4>E - You can write on us any time. Thanks lor a blast!
Love, AEA.
Ever Wonder What It's Lke To Climb to 20,320 Ft?
Come 4 see climbing Ml. McKinley. Wednesday, Ouke
M209 at 6 pm
Jules - Congratulations on your performance in Florida!

See The Slide Show On Climbing ML McKinley (Denali National Park). 6 pm Wednesday at Duke M209.
Madison Outing Club.

LoveEK.

Jennifer - Congratulations to my ME-irriraining Believe
me, I cant wait lor budget lessons!

Bed 4 Breakfast - Red Shutter Farmhouse Route 11
North 740-4281

Scott - Send a tape! Puhleezel I love you, of course.
Me.

Phi Chi Theta Presents - Dr. John Bentile speaking on
"Business 4 the Environment" Wed., Feb 7 in the
Highlands Room (Formerly J. Maddies) at 7 pm.

Phil, Kells Noel, Jack, Bill and all you other wankers
- Abuse is the true sign ol Inendship, so go strangle
yourselves. Yo, yo, yo. (scraicha«ratcha-scratcha), yo,
yo.yo.

Send Your Sweetheart A Card 4 Kisses - On
Valentines Day. Only $1. Call x5563.
Tammy - You are a special person.
The "New" Cosd Naked Lacrosse 4 "Hot Dog" Shirts
-4334076
Kristin - Thanks for being the big sister I always wanted
to have. You are realty special to me. Jennifer.
ATA - Get set for a great semester! Love. Your Pres.
Coming Soon - University Class Organization
Awareness Weekl Fun, games, prizes, class activities!
Look for ill Feb. 19-241
Spring Break's Just Around The Comer - Tan now!
For the best Ian can Tropic Tan, 433-TANN.
Didn't Get A Bid? Still want to go Greek? Interested in
a non-pledging Fraternity? Call x4191 lor details
Looking To Meet Next Year's Roommate? Energetic,
neat, very out-going, always busy, non-smoking, female,
looking to live on campus Interested? Call Elaine x4999
(answering machine).
Great Hunger Clean-up - Kick off meeting. Feb. 7 at 9
pm, Harrison A206. Be there!

C - Darling, 111 love you always. Thanks lor being you.
Yours, Slugger.
Sam - I love you What do you think of the blue dish
pattern? Carol
LB - Congrats on Editor. I knew you could do ill I'm
glad you 're my best buddy. Love ya! Laura.
Nan - Good luck this term. Hope the roomie works out
La.
Andres Yianitos - I've king since worshipped you from
alar.
Sparky Stressmonster - Hang in there - semesters
doni last forever. Just watch Russian Radicals.
Heathclill and Cathy and the French groundhog. I really
love you very much. Spunky.
Congrats to the new En pledges - Looking lorward to
a lun semester with you guys. Love, the little sisters.
Kate Rombach and Iriends - Looking lorward to Spring
Break! From the lone ZTA
PI Kapp - Once again we had a great time. Thanks,
ZTA.
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Mr. Gatti's Pizza...
Just One Of The Many
Reasons 3MN3 Is Such
A Great Place
•

*

"The <Best Pizza in Toivn ... 9-Conestl"
Compare our pizzas
and our prices
Free
Delivery
CMrJAlfiVj

$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Drinks
433-0606

Free Delivery

.__—

433-0606
£*-

I

■ $7.00

$8.00

for any medium
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Drinks
433-0606

Free Delivery

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Drinks

I

433-0606*

Free Delivery

I

ii

■i
■

$9.00
for any large
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Drinks
433-0606 ~

Free Delivery

I
I
I

i

i
i

